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SPEECH
OF

HON. STEPHEN B. ELKINS.

The Senate having under consideration the bill (II. R. 12987) to
amend an act entitled �An act to regulate commerce,� approved Febru-
ary 4, 1887, and all acts amendatory thereof, and to enlarge the power
of the Interstate Commerce Commission��-

Mr. ELKIN S said:

Mr. PRESIDENT: I desire to approach. the consideration and
discussion of this most important subject in a spirit of fairness

and impartiality, with a sincere purpose to do justice to all
interests concerned, and above all to secure to the people a
prompt and adequate remedy for the evils, injustices, abuses,
and Wrongs of every kind practiced by railroads, or in any Way
growing out of their operation. &#39;

I stand �rst for the interests ofthe people of my own State,

Which I am proud to represent in part on this floor, and after
that for the interests of all the people of the United States. V I

have no interest that can affect my judgment or prevent me

My desire and highest
purpose is to secure and serve the public interest.

doing my duty as a Senator as I see it.

Because of my supposed interest in railroads, it is charged

and believed that I favor the railroad side of this question.

This has been so often repeated that I am sure it Will be par-

donable if I say, in justice to myself, that my �interest on the
side of the shipper is ten times greater than on the side of the

railroads, and that my interest in railroads is con�ned to those
in my own State.

There is a pressing demand by the people for rate legislation

that the highways of commerce be kept open on equal terms and

alike to all, and that all Wrongs and abuses on the part of rail-
roads should stop.
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The bill now under consideration, known as the Hepburn bi-ll,

reached the Senate in the form that it was reported to the
House by the House Committee on Interstate and Foreign Com-
merce. No amendments were allowed in the House and none

were allowed in the Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce,

although there were many submitted to the committee by its
1nembers.v. _ 1 &#39; �

The duty now devolves upon the Senate to say whether
there shall be amendments to� the bill, and to what extent.
It is the opinion of many Senators. who have given the subject

careful consideration that the bill should be amended and in a
way that will remove doubts as to its constitutionality and
make its provisions clearer and stronger in the direction of
affording remedies for existing abuses. I favor heartily the

objects and purposes of the bill and I will vote for it, but I
want. to make it better and stronger.

My chief objection to the bill is that it does not go far
enough. gilt. inakes no attempt to provide remedies for many
existing abuses by railroads. If the hill becomesa law without
amendrnent it will disappoint the people, and they will justly

cry out against Congress for not doing its duty, especially

against those now most vehement in their denunciation of rail-
roads and their unjust practices, and still refuse -to put any-

thing in the bill to correct them.

I believe in rate regulation of interstate commerce by Con-

gress in. the interest of the people. I believe Congress has the

power to �x rates of interstate carriers, and can authorize,
under proper restrictions, a subordinate tribunal to carry out

its will in this regard. ~ , .

I believe in the right of. review by the courts of any order of

the Interstate Commerce Commission affecting the rights and

interests of carriers, shippers, and localities alike, and in the

right to suspend the order of the Commission by the court upon

a proper showing; but this suspension to be allowed only upon

the condition that the rights and interests of the shipper shall

be absolutely safeguarded by requiring. a deposit of money in
the court pending the suspension, to be paid to the shipper in
case the court sustains the order of the Co1nmissio.n reducing
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the rate. Railway corporations are mere creatures of the law

and exist by the will and consent of the people and in the inter-
est of the people; I believe interstate carriers should be prohib-
ited from transacting any other business than carrying freight

and passengers and from doing any business in competition with
shippers; that they should make a fair distribution of cars, put

in upon reasonable terms necessary switches and sidings to
accommodate the needs of shippers, and promptly_ make connec-

tions and fair and just prorating arrangements with branch
and lateral lines. The time has come when the people demand
that railroads shall be law-abiding.

I am in hearty accord with the� President in his position on
the subject of rate regulation and his desire to secure to the

people correction of all abuses by railroads.
And in his message to the present Congress he says:

Above all else, we must strive to keep the highways of commerce
open to all on equal terms.

s.< =:= =1: * :1: as: are
In my judgment the most important legislative act now needed as

regards the regulation of corporations is the act to confer on the Inter-
state Commerce Commission the power to revise rates and regulations,
the revised rate to at once go into effect, and to �stay in elfect unless
and until the court of review reverses it.

And in his message to the present Congress he says:
In my judgment the most important provision which such law should

contain is that conferring upon some competent administrative body the
power to decide, upon the case being brought before it, whether a given
rate prescribed by a railroad is reasonable and just, and if it is found
to be unreasonable and unjust then, after full investigation of the
complaint, to prescribe the limit of rate beyond which it shall not be
lawful to go�the maximum reasonable rate, as it is commonly called�-
this decision to go into e�ect within a reasonable time and to obtain
from thence onward, subject to review by the courts.

No _words could be more forceful, clearer, or more direct than
those used by the Chief Executive just quoted.

SUBSTITUTE BILL. .

After giving the subject my best thought, I prepared a bill
embodying, as I think, the demands of the people and the ideas:
of the President on the subject of rate legislation, and have
offered this bill (S. 4382), with some changes, as a substitute
�for the bill now under consideration.

The �rst four sections of this substitute �deal with the rate

question. 
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Brie�y, the substitute provides that whenever any rate, fare,

charge, or regulation established by any common carrier shall
be unjust or unreasonable, or otherwise contrary to law, the
Commission, after hearing, shall have power to make an order

directing the carrier to modify the same in the manner and

extent to be speci�ed therein; and if the modi�cation requires

the change of any rate, fare, or charge, the order shall specify the

maximum rate to be put in force by the -carrier in lieu of that

found by the -Commission to he unjust, unreasonable, and other-
wise contrary to law. It is provided further that��

The Commission shall not have power to modify any rate, fare, or
-regulation established by a carrier or carriers to a greater extent than
shall be necessary in order to remove the injustice, unreasonableness, or
other unlawfulness thereof.

Then follows the clause prescribing a review of the orders of

the Commission by the courts, and in case the court suspends
�such orders during the pendency of the suit to set them aside it _
shall do so only upon the condition that the carrier deposit in
court such sum�-of money as may be necessary to protect the

shipper and to be paid to him in case the order of the Commis-
sion changing the rate is sustained.

The remedy afforded in the �rst three sections of this sub-
stitute embodies clearly, de�nitely, and logically the ideas of

the President and the demands of the people, as I understand
them, and in a way that escapes all constitutional objections.
It provides, in a constitutional way, for a review by the courts
on behalf of any shipper, carrier, or locality affected, of the

orders of the Commission� and for a suspension of the same

pendingthe suit for review.
The alternate remedy provided in the fourth section, which

the Commission, can pursue or not in its discretion, has the merit
ofexpedition, does away with the delay incident to a long hear-
ing before the Commission, taking sometimes more than "a year.
This time is saved to the shipper. Under this section the Com-

mission at the cost of the United States can go immediately to

the courts on complaint or on its own motion and institute a

suit to enjoin any excessive or unlawful rate or unjustpractice
on the part of the c_arrier, the-case can be -advanced. If the
court decides the rate is excessive and enjoins the carrier
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from charging the same it then ordersthe carrier within a short

time to make a substitute rate, the same to be approved by the _
Commission, and if the carrier refuses or fails to make such sub-

� stitute rate, then the Commission is authorized to make the rate,
unless upon review by the courts the order should be set aside

or modi�ed. 4

The carrier, with all the facts before him and the decision of
the court to instructhim, would hardly fail to make a proper

rate and one that would be approved by the Commission. If he

should fail to do so, then the Commission makes the rate.

No constitutional question can be raised under this substi-

&#39; tute; there are no doubtful provisions that make it difficult to

understand and construe. _ It provides remedies for existing
abuses and evils that should be corrected and about which there
are just complaints.

It will �be observed that the Commission is not authorized

under the substitute to �x the rate for the future because this

power belongs to Congress and can not be delegated; but it is

authorized to modify the rate made by the carrier to the extent

and so far as may be necessary to remove the injustice,
unreasonableness, or unlawfulness thereof and no further.

Whether the Commission does this or not becomes a judicial
question.

OMISSIONS OF PROVISIONS IN THE HEPBURN BILL TO CORRECT ABUSES.

I desire now to bring to the attention of the Senate What I

consider omissions of necessary provisions in the Hepburn bill,
and discuss the same from a practical and legal standpoint.

The main purpose of the Hepburn bill, among other things, is
to provide a more ef�cient remedy against excessive rates in

which all agree. I regret to say, however, that there are evils,
injustices, and abuses by railroads for which the bill does not

even attempt to provide a remedy. It makes no provision:
First. To prevent interstate carriers producing, mining, and

selling coal, iron ore, and other products which they transport
in competition with shippers, thereby oppressing and driving out

of business the independent operator and absorbing his business.
Second. To oblige interstate carriers, on application of ship-

pers of interstate commerce, to put in when needed, upon rea-
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sonable "terms, switches to enable suchtshippers to get th�eir�prod-
uctsto market. There are instances where shippers have spent
hundreds of thousands of dollars in equipping mines and mills
to do business, and railroads have denied them switches and
connections. &#39;

Third. To compel interstate roads to make prompt and suit-
able connections with connecting branch and lateral lines, as

well as just, fair, and reasonable prorating arrangements with
the same and allowances for originating freight. &#39;

Fourth. To require interstate carriers to make a fair and just
distribution of cars amongshippers on their lines.

These four omissions and, I may say, abuses on the part of"
the railroad have aroused public sentiment almost to an alarm-

ing degree in West Virginia, and the chief objection of her
people to the bill is that no remedy whatever is prescribed in
the bill to correct all or any one of these abuses.

Mr. TILLMAN. Mr.� President
The VICE-PRESIDENT. Does the Senator from West Vir-

i ginia yield to the Senator from South Carolina?
Mr. ELKINS. Certainly.
Mr. TILLMAN. It is three or four years, I think, since the

Senator brought in a billfrom the Interstate Commerce Commit-
tee, of which he is chairman, which was declared at the time
and supposed to be for the purpose of remedying all evils
attending the railroad situation. Did the Senator know then
that these abuses of which he speaks and which are now so

glaring were in existence? If not, how long since has this
condition of coal monopoly and coal production been in exist-

ence in West Virginia?
Mr. ELKINS. Mr. President, some of them were known, but

they Were not so accentuated as they are now; besides, the
bill the Senator refers to was more particularly aimed at cor-

recting rebates and discriminations.

The people are entitled to protection against these abuses,
which exist generally and Work so much injustice to shippers
and independent operators, especially in the State of West Vir-
&#39;ginia. And I will say, by the Way, that there is no argument
in the Senator�s question. Because evils and abuses existand
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have not been corrected heretofore furnishes no reason Why

they should not be corrected now. If the Senator goes much.

farther, Mr. President, I shall think he is on the side of the
railroads. �

Mr. TILLMAN. Mr. President, if the Senator Will pardon
me����- &#39; >

Mr. ELKINS. I must proceed.  have a long speech, and I
am sure the Senator Wants to hear it.

The VICE-PRESIDENT. The Senator from West Virginia
declines to yield. .

Mr. TILLMAN. I hope the Senator Will not throw a rock
and cut me off from the opportunity of even catching it.

Mr. ELKINS. Later on I will give the Senator ample oppor-
tunity to put his question. » g &#39;

The people demand absolute protection against excessive
rates, but there is little complaint on this score. What they

complain of most and what they desire Congress to tie is to

provide adequate remedies for the correction of abuses I have

mentioned and others that might be named.

As to all these abuses the bill is silent. It may be said that
the States should legislate to correct these evils. In the State
of West Virginia, and nearly all the States, there has been legis-
lation on these subjects, but for many reasons the law is not

invoked. In the �rst place, a shipper, single handed and alone,
can not afford to sue a great_inter.state railroad; in doing so he
is bound to incur large expense, great delay, and is sure to
incur the hostility of the great through line, which may Work
irreparable injury to his interests.

I have introduced amendments covering these omissions in the

bill and sincerely hope they will be adopted by the Senate.

Nothing short of their adoption and becoming law will satisfy

the shippers, independent operators, and the people generally of

my State.

Mr. PATTERSON. Mr. President-�-����

The VICE-PRESIDENT. Does the-&#39; Senator from West Vir-

ginia yield to the Senator from Colorado?
Mr. _PAT�.l_�ERSON. I hope I will not interrupt the �ow of

the Senator�s thought, but I I %
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Mr. ELKINS; I yield te the Senator.
Mr. PATTERSON. I think I will bring out the Senator�s po-

, sition even more clearly than the Senator has brought it out

by the question I put. Is it the opinion of the Senator that to

regulate the evils the country is laboring under from railroad
practices the bill reported fro1n the committee is not nearly
drastic enough for the Senator?

Mr. ELKINS. Is that your question?

Mr. PATTERSON. Does the Senator want a more far�reach-

ing and more comprehensive bill, so as to eliminate more of the

evils than are reached in that measure?

Mr. ELKINS. In reply to the Senator I Will state that I do.

I have said that the bill, though� containing many excellent pro-

visions, does not go far enough; that as to these omissions and
abuses I have named it is silent and does not attempt to pro-
vide any remedy Whatever. &#39;

Mr. PATTERSON. I will suggest that I do not believe the
Senate is giving very close attention to that part of the Sena-

tor�s speech. I was attracted by it, and I should like the Sena-
tor to repeat in What respect, in his opinion, the measure now
before the Senate is not drastic enough and What evils it does
not reach.

Mr. ELKIN S. I have just named four omissions in the bill:

First, the interstate railroads do not put in switches and sidings
upon a reasonable request from the shippers to enable them to
do their business; secondly, they do not make connections With
branch or lateral lines and prorating arrangements, so that

the branch line can live and shippers on those lines ship their
products to market. They do not provide a fair distribution &#39;
of cars. There is no provision in the bill to correct these

abuses. Another thing is that there is nothing in this bill to

prohibit a railroad from owning, mining, and selling coal in
opposition to shippers.

Mr. BEVERIDGE. If the Senator Will permit me, does he
have an amendment Which- Will compel the� proper distribution
of cars? &#39;

Mr. ELKINS. I have amendments covering all these points.
Mr. FORAKER. Mr. "President-�
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The V?.[:CE-PRESIDENT. Does the Senator from West "Vir-
ginia yield to the �S-eh-aitor from Ohio? I

Mr. ELIHN S. Ceitairiiy.

Mr. FORAKER. If t-he Senator will .pe-r-m-it me, I will say
for the bene�t of the Senator from Indiana that the Supreme
Court has recently decided that th-ere is power under the so-
cal-led �Elkins law� to enforce a =distributi-on of ca.rs among
operators that will the fair and just. Suit was brought in the
State of the Senator from West Virginia for a mandamus to
compel the fur-nishing of «cars -on a just basis to �operators who
were com~pl.ainfing that they could not get a just -clistriibution of

cars, and the relief was granted. , t _
Mr. SPOONER. The proceeding for mandamus was author-

ized by existing law.

Mr.  By -&#39;ex:istihgf=1aW, and so far as the distribu-

tion of cars is «concerned there is &#39;1-egislatiion on the st-a.t-ute

books new that is e�icient to correct that evil, as in the past it
has been an evil; but for a number of �years past there has been
no occasion for anybody to suffer in that Way who saw �t to re-
sort to the courts for redress.

Mr. ELKIN S. The Senator frem�hio is slightly mi-stak-en.
Now, -iet me answ-er the �Senator from -Ohio. The Supreme

-Court, I do not think, has decided that -�quest-ion, but the -circuit
court of the United States, Judge Goff rendering the opinion,
and the circuit court -of appeals has done so.

Mr. FORAKER. It Was decided in the circuit court and also

in the circuit court of appeais, with the Chief �Justice -of the Su-
preme Court  the presid�-irng judge in the court of appeals.

ii�.LKiNS; �But that is -not the Supreme Court of the

United States.

Mr. 1+�-ORAKER. I Was in er-ro-r in that respect; I was con-

S fusing that c�-as-e wiith the �recent C�-hesapefake and Ohio case, but
-it is new pending in the Supreme Court, and I do not think, in
View rot� the two d�ec!iis&#39;i~ons below, -"that the decision is l»i&#39;kely to be
reversed. �

Mr. ELIHNS. This -�due-cision was rendered in �West Virginia,
-and in the circuit -court of appeals, and the court found power
enough in what is known as the Elkins law to compel a fair
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ciistribution of cars by preventing discrimination which would

work an unfair distribution� of cars. That is the only case that

has arisen under that law as yet, but there is no mention of dis-

tribution of cars nor anything like it in the Hepburn bill. &#39; That

is the poi11t I want to make.

Mr. BEVERIDGE. I should like to ask the Senator whether

he thinks that existing law or any that could be devised could

compel what the shipper himself would think to be a proper

distribution of cars? , -

Mr. ELKINS. In the opinion of the shipper, I do not think

Congress could so frame a law that compliance with it would

satisfy every" shipper. Shippers can hardly ever get enough

cars, especially when there is a demand for coal and coke. If

shippers could get all the cars they wanted, then the market

would soon "be glutted-�-the supply would become greater than
the demand and the price of coal go down�perhaps it would

not be a good thing to give all the shippers all the cars they

might want all the time. The railroads could not do it; they
don�t have enough cars �to go around, and if they did the market I
would be congested and prices fall, but there should be no dis-
crimination in the distribution of cars. 1 I

Mr. TILLMAN. I should like to ask the Senator from West

Virginia, or the Senator from Ohio, or the Senator from Wis-
consin &#39; g� I .

Mr. ELKINS. Will the Senator allow me to answer the

question, as I have the floor?

Mr. TILLMAN. All right. I wish to ask anyone who is
able to answer, how long it will take by this method of pro-
cedure in the courts to get relief onthe question of the distri-
bution of cars by a mandamus proceeding after a .hearing before
the district court or the circuit court and then before the court

of appeals, and then on to the Supreme Court? I just want to
know what time it will occupy. I think the Senator from

West Virginia is entirely correct in saying there is nothing in
the Hepburn bill which will reach this abuse.

Mr. ELKIN S. There is nothingin the Hepburn bill. Under
existing law the right to advance a case is given and it would
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not take so long. In the case that came up from West Virginia

it was a very short suit, and it reached the circuit court of

appeals in due season, and the railroads were satis�ed with the

judgment of the court in its decree as to the distribution of cars.

Now, to reply more de�nitely to the Senator from Indiana,

as I said, it is a very di�icult thing to provide in the bill for

a fair distribution of cars. We can have the wording that upon

a reasonable request or upon request the carriers shall furnish

cars and distribute them fairly and justly among shippers.
Then there is a provision in the Hepburn bill that makes it an

offense not to carry out any of the provisions of the act. That

leaves it to the Commission to say what is a fair distribution

of cars. I do not think that you can probably go any further

than that. The Senator from South� Carolina [M1-. TILLMAN]
asks how long" it will take. We ought to have a remedy even if

it does take a long time. � Is not that better than.not to have
..&#39;any remedy at all. As his bill fails to provide any remedy

whatever I do no know what he is complaining about. He does

not want any law or he objects to a law that allows a long time.

Now, if the Senator from South Carolina stands by his bill,
then he does not want any law. I

Mr TILLMAN. This is the Hepburn bill. I am only in
charge of it. It is not my bill. I do not want you to try to put
any paternity of that sort upon me. �

Mr. ELKIN S. You have its paternity fastened on you,
whether you consent or not.

Mr. TILLMAN. I am not speaking of any disgrace that at-

taches at all, because there is some effort to do something for the

people. I repudiate any assumption that there is any disgrace in

trying to help to get a reasonable railroad-rate bill. But I want

to ask the Senator whether he does not consider that if we could

by some machinery of the courts or the law prevent railroads

from engaging in producing coal and other things, would there

be any row or any complaint about not furnishing cars? If the

carrier was con�ned to the business of transportation, would he
not be anxious to furnish all the cars that anybody would load

for him, because that would be his occupation and his income
I would depend upon the amount of tra�ic?
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Mr. ELKIN S. I will reply to the Senator that I have another
amendment here meeting this very point in order to facilitate

and to help out the people that he seems always to have in� his
particular keeping. The Senator takes the clear people out of &#39;
his vest pocket every morning and puts them down on his desk
and says, � Dear things, I will have charge of you and not allow

the bad corporations and-railroads to get you this day of our

Lori� Then he puts the dear people back in his pocket, to be
securely kept over night, and says, � Now, .I have done my duty.�

Nobody looks after the people. é
Now, Mr. President, I am trying to look after the people just

as much as the Senator. I have just as much interest in them

and love them just as much as he does, and so does every other
Senator on this �oor. I am trying in what_I have -to say to
suggest means in his bill to guard and protect the rights of the
people, and I want his able cooperation to provide proper reme-

-dies. One of my amendments goes right to that point, that the

carrier shall be con�ned to doing the business for which it is

incorporated, namely, to transport freight and passengers and

do no other business, and, as the�Senator&#39; has said, that would
I be very helpful in the line of securing a fair distribution of

cars.

Mr. TILLMAN. I The Senator has grown facetious at my ex-
pense. He talks about my taking the dear people out of my vest
pocket� every morning and then saying to the dear people, � I am
going to take care of you,� and all that kind of thing. I hope

the Senator is not disgruntled because the dear people who voted

for him, under a misconception possibly, have been sending me
petitions which they would not send to him.

Mr. ELKIN S. There is no argument in the world in that.
The Senator can have all the petitions and all the letters he
wants to print in the RECORD, if that pleases him, but I protest

against the Senator constantly assuming that he has a monop-
oly of caring for the people�s interests all the time, everywhere,
and on every occasion, and no other Senator has any interest in

the people, declaring� often, in substance,��� I am the blunt, plain,
rugged, and honest Senator, and take care of the people.� Now,

every Senator wants a reasonable share in taking -careof the
6738 � I



pu-bliic interests: and? the interests: of the people, and  hope the
Senator� Wilil� not forget in his zeal that other-� S&#39;en=ators* care for

the people L]&#39;2&#39;lJ.&#39;=�?¬ as much» as he- does.

Mr; &#39;l�Il;?;lLMAlV_I�. l\�Ir. President ,
Mr; ELIEINS. Mr; Pre-sident, I think� I have given the Sena-

tor enough time. � . .

Mr. �l�ILlLMA-N. If you Want to shut me off���&#39;��

Mr. E.LKIN&#39;S-&#39;. It will take me some time to �nish, even with-

out further in-terru.pti-ons;

The Supreme-tCou1&#39;t or� the United� States� has recently initi-
mated that an»i�ntersta=te~ carrier could not engage in the busi-
ness of selling coal. This decision- would seem to cover one of

my anziendiments-, yet� I; feel it would be- well? to. incorporate this

aeniendment-in the law, and hereafter pliainliy prohibit railroads

from engaging in any other business than that of transportation
of freight and-5 passengers to follow the suggestions of the

Supreme Court.

Theimost important amendment is the one providing that in-

terstate lines shall: make prompt connections with connecting

branch 01&#39; lateral Iii-nes, and fair, just, and reasonable prorating

a~rr&#39;a-ngements with them. It can ha-rd-.ly be hoped that another

trunk line Will� be built to- New York, Boston, Philadelphia, or

Baltimore. En-trance into: these cities by another trunlr line is

almost impossible. The cost� and obsta-cl&#39;es« to- be overcome
make it prohibitory. In a l-ess degree the same might be said of

the great" cities of the Union-, espec~ial=ly Chicago, St. Louis, San

Francisco, and Cincinnati. The people must, therefore, in the

future depend l�-argely for� the further development of the coun-
try and continued increase in business. upon short. lines of� rail-

road reaching rich� sections. This is especially the case in the

great State of� West Virginia, one of the richest in the Union.
Unless the interstate rai&#39;-léroads, reaching all the large cities

and: markets, mal:e- fair" connecting and proratieng arrange-

ments with branch and lateral lines, the business and devel-

opment of the country must be retarded. These great rail-
roads already have immediately along their lines all the

business they can do at present, and they hold that no one

else should� bui&#39;ld necessary branch and lateral� lines in what
6738 &#39;
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they term their territory. That is the assumption of these

great lines, that it is � their territory,� and if anyone attempts

to build a branch or lateral li-ne it is an invasion of this territory.
There are many men who can build 10, 20, 50, or 100 miles of
railroad to connect with interstate lines who could not possibly
build a trunk line. . .

In the State of West Virginia and other States thereare many
men who have made large investments in agricultural,&#39;coal, tim-
ber, i_ron�ore, and other lands who are able and desirous of

building short lines from� 10 to 100 miles long to reach these
lands and �nd a market for their products, but they will not
build them under present conditions because of the di�iculties
in the way of getting switches and connections with _the inter-
state lines, and, when they do get them, securing fair treatment.

Men can not afford to take this risk without the law guarantees

./them protection, and the people look to Congress to provide this
protection in the bill under consideration.

As matters_now stand it is in the power of the great through

lines to largely prevent the building of branch or lateral lines
or to utterly crush them out when built or make them unpro�t-

able. If there is not a provision in this bill compelling connec-

tions and fair treatment to short lines, the certain result will be
that people who have made investments in lands will lose their

money, fewer railroads will bebuilt, andthere will be less busi-
ness and less development of the resources of the country.

Railways are entitled to all the protection under the law that
other property enjoys. No well-minded citizen wishes to make

war on railroads; an injury to the railroads would be an injury

to the country; but the great lines should not be permitted
to absorb the transportation of the country, prevent smaller lines
being built, impair large investments, and compel rich sections
of the country to remain undeveloped.

HEPBURN BILL EMPOVVERS COMMISSION TO FIX RATES BETWEEN LOCALI�
TIES.

All agree that the power to �x rates between localities
should not be conferred on the Commission for many and obvi-

ous reasons. I refer to this because there is a marked differ-

ence of opinionamong Senators on this point. It is claimed I
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by the able Senators who helped to formulate and draft this
bill that this power is not conferred, and that it would be £1211-
gerous if conferred. My purpose is to show that it is con-
ferred, and I agree that it is dangerous. It would place in the
hands of �ve or seven men the power to impair the growth
of one section of the country and build up another. Rail-
roads are vitally interested in building up communities and
localities which they reach and serve; their interests are
mutual and there should be no antagonism between them.
All things being equal, carriers are prosperous just as com-
munities on their lines �ourish. A railroad can not prosper
by oppressing localities on its line; therefore railroads can

better adjust rate differences between communities on dif-

ferent lines than a Commission, they can give and take in a
contest about rates; there is an elasticity in the operation of
railroads by their officers and employees that the Commission

_does not and can not possess. lf a railroad attempts to
favor a particular city or locality on one_line against a city &#39;
or locality on the other line, the power railroads have of
lowering or advancing rates can compel consideration and

attention to the complaints of the injured community and in the
end it can get a fair adjustment, and generally does. Railroad
rates, like water, seek a level, an equilibrium, which in the

end, sooner or later, brings substantial justice and satisfaction

to the public.

The differentials that now exist on the Atlantic seaboard

are the result of a contest of a quarter of a century, largely
between communities, and at times, railroads. A commis-
sion never could reach the result worked out by railroads,
because it only has the power to reduce rates, and in dealing
with di�ferentials in order to get an adjustment it has to cut

down and never can advance the rate. If it lowers the rate

from Chicago to New York, then it must do the same to Phila-
delphia and Baltimore. &#39;

Differentials concern communities more than they do rail-

roads, and communities, through their boards of trade, cham-

bers of commerce, and commercial organizations, take an active
interest whenever there is a proposed change in rates. In the
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case of. differentials between New York, Boston, Philadelphia,

and Baltimore submitted to the Interstate Commerce Commis-

sion as arbitrators and lately decided, the railroads were almost

passive, while the boards of trade and chambers of commerce

of the respective cities conducted the arguments. They seemed
much more interested than the railroads. It is a remarkable
fact that after the hearing and -consideration of this case for

months by the Commission there was no substantial change in
the adjustment of the differentials made by the railroads.

The power conferred upon the Commission by the bill that

whenever it �nds any regulation or practice whatsoever of such
carrier or carriers affecting rates unjust or unreasonable, or
unjustly "discriminatory, it is to determine and prescribe what
will, in its judgment, be a �just and reasonable rate or rates,

charge or charges,� to be thereafter observed, and what regula-

tion or practice is just, fair, and reasonable to be thereafter

followed, unquestionably it gives the power to the Commission
to �x and determine rates between localities. Under the

words �regulation or practice� the -Commission might deter-
mine largely how railroads should be run and operated. C

While it is claimed that the Hepburn bill does not give the

Commission discretionary power to revise or prescribe differ-

entials or to readjust the relative commercial location of com-
peting cities, it is very clear that the bill does confer such power.

But morethan this the bill, as well as all others, necessarily
vests in the Commission the power to prescribe rates in terms of

other rates, �thus prescribing differentials which will be auto-

matic in their operation.

-For example, the-rate from New York to Chicago on �rst-class

freight is 75 cents per 100 pounds. On �rst-class freight the
rate from New York to St. Louis is 116 per cent of the New

York-Chicago rate.

Allow me to explain just here that the New York-Chicago rate

is made the basis of the rates this side of the Mississippi River,

and the rates to the various cities are percentages above and
below the New York-Chicago rate- For instance, East St.
Louis is 116 per cent. Then it takes 2 cents per hundred

pounds on �rst�class freight to get across the bridge and into the
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city. To Cincinnati it is 85 c: Its; in Detroit, 60 cents, and in

Pittsburg, 50 cents�I mean of the New York�Chicago rate-
and the Pittsburg rates govern all the points in my State west

of the mountains. If the Commission lowers the percentage of
the New York�Chicago rate to Cincinnati, say, 9 per cent, that
would absolutely affect the rates between Chicago and Cincin-

nati and New York and Cincinnati, and it can not be avoided.

Suppose a man has an iron or steel plant in Cincinnati and

ships to New York. The very moment you lower that rate 9

per cent, I mean of the Chicago�New York rate, the Detroit man,
who has a similar factory, complains and says: � I can not get
to New York on my rate and compete; I established my factory
here on a certain percentage rate. I built my plant on this
rate, and I can not permit this, because I can not compete,
and I must have a lower rate or go out of business.� Now,
what does this bring about? It� brings about the very thing
deprecated by the junior Senator from Iowa [Mr. DOLLIVER] in

his very eloquent periods describing the antagonism and War
between cities and localities that would follow if the Commis-
sion should have the power to �x rates between localities. I
could amplify this. The Peoria rate is the Missouri River rate;
and see what a far-reaching thing it is to disturb that rate.

The Ohio River and the Missouri River rates include nearly all �
the rates in the Middle West and upon the Atlantic seaboard, or
they are affected by any change that may be made.

But, Mr. President, to proceed with the St. Louis differential,
where I was interrupted.

The 16 per cent constitutes the differential of St. Louis over
Chicago. It is open to jobbers in St. Louis to complain that this

differential is unduly prejudicial to St. Louis. Under the I-Iep�
burn bill it is in the power of the Commission, if it �nds the
rate to St. Louis unduly prejudicial as compared with the rate
to Chicago, to prescribe a maximum rate to St. Louis. It is not

necessary for the Commission to prescribe this rate in �gures
independent of other rates. One of the most usual ways in de-
termining rates is to describe them in terms of percentage of
other rates; therefore the Commission, if it �agrees with the St.

Louis jobbers, can provide that the maximum rate from New
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York to St. Louis shall be not more than 105 per cent of the rate
from New York to Chicago. Any subsequent reduction in the
rate from New York to Chicago will automatically reduce the
rate from New York to St. Louis, so as to preserve the new dif-
ferential of 5 per cent _thus established by the Commission. .

You see, if you change the New York-Chicago rate to 70 cents,
the East St. Louis rate would still be 105 per cent of that rate.

_l\Ir. ALLISON. Mr. President, I desire to interrupt the

Senator to ask him a question on that point.

The VICE-PRESIDENT. Does the Senator from West Vir-

ginia yield to the Senator from Iowa? V7

Mr. ELKINS. Certainly. V a
Mr. ALLISON. Do I understand that the Hepburn bill, or the

amendments to that bill, change existing law on that subject?

Is it not true now under existing law that that question can be

raised, if it can be raised, under this bill? I have endeavored
to ascertain what changes have been made in the pending bill
in that respect, but I do not �nd that the law on that subject is
changed� in any way by this proposed amendment of the statutes.
In other words, if this bill authorizes the Commission to deal
with these questions they have that authority now, and this bill
does not change it. I . -

Mr. ELKIN S. I think the Senator has misapprehended the

law, if I understand it.� Of �course I saythis with due defer-
ence to the Senator. This question was raised in the maximum
rate case, and the court would not allow the Commission to do

that very thing�I mean �x the rates between localities-�-and
under this bill, without a right to review, and the right ex-

pressly given to change any rule or regulation affecting "rates,
the power, �to my mind, is clearly conferred on the Commission
to �x rates between localities. 5

The maximum rate case stopped the change of ninety-six

rates, I believe it was, because the court decided the power was
not in the �Commission to enforce its orders and make these

rates; but if the right of review is not allowed the courts, then
the Commission can �x them.

I think the Senator will �nd, on a more careful examination

of the bill, that the existing law will be changed to that extent.
At least, that is the way I understand it. I
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If the power to prescribe practices is constitutional, then, in
all probability, that power would in itself give the Commission

far-reaching power over the question of differentials and rela-
tive rates. An� established custom of the railroads to allow

Philadelphia a differential of 2 cents under New York on busi-

ness from Chicago is, in one entirely natural sense, a � practice
affecting rates.�

There is where this power is again conferred. The Commission

might, therefore, claim with success that it could prescribe
a new �practice. affecting rates� by ordering a new differen-
tial to be observed. I think that is a full answer. This un-

doubtedly confers on the Commission the power to determine

and �x the rates between localities. Then, again, the bill con-

fers power on the Commission to �x rates between localities
by further providing that the Commission may inquire into the
violation of any of the provisions of this act.

That is section 3 of the old act. If this bill should become a

law, then it will be all "one law. Now, let us see what section

3 says:

That it shall be unlawful for any common carrier subject to the pro-
visions of this act to make or give any undue or unreasonable preference

. or advantage to any particular person, company, �rm, corporation, or
locality, or any particular description of traffic.

Here the power is expressly given to set aside any prefer-

7 ence or advantage given to any locality, and �x the rates to
such locality, and -while the bill attempts but fails to give the

. carrier the right of review by the courts it denies it to the ship-
per and localities. There should be a de�nite provision in the

bill denying the power to a Commission to �x rates between

localities on different lines and the right given any shipper or
locality that may be affected by any order of the Commission

to a review by the courts.

Mr. GALLINGER. Is the Senator just quoting from the
law?

Mr. ELKINS. Those are my words. I have read section 3.

I think those two provisions clearly establish the right under

this 1_aw to �x rates between localities. I believe even the

framers of the bill themselves deprecate this; and all agree that

we can not confer upon any tribunal in the world this right,
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because, if we did, what would happen? Very soon there would
be trou.ble&#39;bet\veen cities, then �co-mmunities, andthen between
sectio11s.��the very thing all seem to wish to avoid. We are i11
great danger if this power is conferred of getting, say, the Pa-.
ci�c coast and the South Atlantic States into antagonism and
trouble of. a most serious kind. This is a most delicate matter.
You touch one of these determining rates and everything is in-
stantl-y in confusion. If you disturb the cotto.n.rate from New
England, you affect the cotton rate from the South,  I might
go on with all the rates from basing points. . ,

Mr. TILLMAN. I am not through at all. I am just begin-
ning to present the question. &#39; I

Mr. ELKINS. I don�t Want so many speeches made in my
speech. I will answer questions, and I want to oblige all Sena-
tors, but I cannot yield to Senators to make speeches.

Mr. TILLMAN. But the Senator Was sitting down until I
got up. Why does he not sit down again? �

=1: as I" &#39; =3: :2:  =2: :2:

Mr. ELKINS. I do not want the Senator to feel hurt. »-
Mr. TILLMAN. I must feelthat you have not treated me

with the same courtesy that you have treated others; but I will
get even with you. The Senator had better take care; I will
get even with him. [Laughter.] ,

Mr. ELKINS. The Senator always gets even, but I am_ ready
to meet the Senator on getting even in -this debate or any other
debate. But I did try to be just as courteous to him as to
others, and I sent a page to him to tell him to get in, because I
saw he was getting very restless. &#39;

Mr. TILLMAN. And as soon as I get in you jerk� me off my
feet. - y T

Mr. ELKINS. But the trouble with you is you want to make

a speech every �ve minutes while I am speaking. [Lau.ghter.]
THROUGH ROUTES AND THROUGH RATES.

Through routes and through rates are desirable and would
furnish shippers and producers Wider markets for their products,
and I Wish the bill provided, in a way free from objections, for
establishing through routes and rates. Shippers often on one
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line of railroad can not reach points or markets on other lines

because there are no through routes and rates established.

. If a shipper on one line of railroad �nds a market at some

point on connecting lines and there is� no through route es-

tablished or rate made to that point, while the connecting

line or lines could not refuse to haul his products, they could

charge such a rate that would make it impossible to ship

as against the shipper on another line who has a through
rate to the same point, and therefore he would be excluded
from the market. C

If a shipper on the Baltimore and Ohio wants to reach a

point on the Reading, Pennsylvania, New York Central, or

Lehigh Valley, and there is no through route or rate, he is

excluded from any point on those lines unless he pays local

rates, which would be prohibitive. The bill attempts to afford

a remedy by giving the Commission the power to establish
through routes and rates, but is so drawn that I fear It defeats

the purpose desired.

State laws authorize an intrastate road to make certain

charges for transporting freight and passengers. Can this intra-
state road, entirely under State jurisdiction, be made a part of a

through route and be forced into an arrangement with three or
fourother roads, whereby it gives up the right to name its local
rate, and haul through freight at a rate named by the Com-

mission which it does not agree ispro�table or remunerative?

Suppose the carriers refuse to establish a through route from

New York to points in Arkansas, Texas, or California, and upon

complaint the Commission establishes one and names the rate;

and suppose when freight is offered to the Pennsylvania Rail-
road in New York, being the initial road in the through route

named, it says that with the business it has in hand it can not

undertake to transport this freight to points in Arkansas, Texas,

or California, for the reason that the business demands upon
the road in the States of New Jersey and Pennsylvania, where

it was incorporated, and other States where its lines reach, are
greater than it can do, and if its cars are sent to these distant
points it will be compelled to refuse freight offered on its home
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lines and subject its charter to .forfeiture by .a proceeding -on the

part of the State. Then, again, some of the connecting lines,

especially the intrastate lines, might not have the motive power

to haul this tra�ic. Under these circumstances can Congress

compel the initial line to furnish the cars and connecting lines

the -motive power on this through route?

It is difiicult to see� how -one carrier -can virtually -be given

the use of the road and equipment of another carrier Without

the consent of that carrier and without any judicial deter-

mination as to the just compensation towhich that carrier is

entitled. N9 tribunal but .a court can -decide -what is just

celnpenwsation. The terms and conditions under W:hiC11 through
routes are operated are essentially matters of contract involv-

-ing a great many di�erent and difficult details, among them

what schedules shall be maintained, what proportion of the

.equipment each -company -shall -furnish.
SUSPI-].\*SION �OF ORDER PENDING .S-�UIT FROM A �PR-ACTI&#39;CA&#39;L -STANDPOINT.

If the right to suspend the order of the Commission in the
discretion of the courtshould be denied, this might �work seri-
ous results from a practical standpoint. Should the Commission

�nd the rate named by the carrier excessive and -reduce it, and

the reduced rate goes into effect at once and remains until the

�nal hearing and -determinaition of the -action to set it aside --in

the circuit/�court, then this -new -rate, -pending the -litigation,
would have to the "published as all other rates, and if -the -rate

reduced affects other ra-tes��and it may affect hundreds of other
rates��then all of these rates would have to be reduced, go into

-effect, and likewise be published.

If the court -should hold that the carrier was right and the

-rate it made in the �rst instance was not excessive, then the re-

duced rate and all other rates changed -would be restored.

The price of products -would have to -be advanced or -reduced
accordingly as the changes might take place in the rates. It
takes time for merchants, shippers, and communities to accom-

modate their business to changed rates, because changes in
rates bring about changes in prices. In any -event, from a prac-
tical standpoint, there should be as few changes in rates as a
possible. But if the order made by the �Commission naming a &#39;
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substitute rate should be �suspended pending _a suit, this should -be
done -only upon the -condition that a -deposit in -money is made in
court by tl_1eecar:1&#39;-ier sufficient to pay back -to the shipper the dif-
ference between the rate made -by the carrier and the one made

by the Commission and suspended by the court. In th-is way
the shipper would be absolutely protected without �being re-
quired to sue. the carrier for the difference -he -may have paid.
For my part I would prefer, if it -could be done, that the substi-

tuted rate made -by the Co-mmiss-i=on go into eifect within a rea-
sonable time and remain in force until the &#39;determination of any
�suit to set it aside; but fable lawyers say that the cour-ts have
the right upon proper «sihovving to grant interlocutory injunctions,
and this right -can not be taken from the courts.

DIVIDED RESPONSIBILITY.

If there should be no review by the courts of the orders of the

Commission then the rates �xed by the Commission will be �nal

unless its order violates some provision of the Constitution.

This leads to a divided responsibility between the railroads

and the Government in the �management of the railroads.
The Commission in effect acting for Congress would do the most

Important thing connected with the management of a railroad,
to wit, �x the price of transportation, the only thing a railroad

has to sell. Divided responsibility in business is most always
attended with failure, and with the Government is almost sure

to be, and this happening, the next move would be to try to secure
government ownership of railroads. It may then come about, as

it often does in the business, social, and political world, that ex-
tremes meet for a common purpose. Those favoring government

ownership would join the owners of railroads in imploring Con-

gress to take over the railroads, even at a fair price. Under

certain conditions, government ownership of railroads would

not be opposed by the owners of railroads as much as by a

majority of the thoughtful people of the country.

There is a wide difference between government regulation to
prevent excessive rates and correct abuses, and government
management of railroads. The power is conferred on the Com-
mission in section 15 of the bill to prescribe what 5� regulation or
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practice affecting rates � is just and reasonable, and to establish
through routes and rates and prescribe the division of the same,
and the � terms and conditions under which such through routes

shall be operated.� Just What the words � regulation or practice

affecting rates and terms and conditions under which through

routes shall be operated� means no one knows, a11d will not
until the courts consider them.

"One thing is certain, they mean more than regulating commerce

and �xing rates, and seem to go far in the direction of manage-

ment by the Commission. Operating a route is not clear;
operating a railroad is quite clear. The words must apply to
railroads and mean the terms and conditions upon which rail-

roads making up the through routes shall be operated. If so,
this would be government management, in which the railroads

would have little or no part.

The true limit of government regulation should be to secure

by proper laws ample protection to the public interests�pro-

fcection to the shippers and the people against excessive rates and

all abuses, wrongs, injustices, and discriminations by railroads.

The �rst and longest step toward government ownership would
be government management of railroads. In trying to properly
regulate rates we should be careful not to confer power on the

Commission, even by implication, to manage railroads.
_ If we should �nd the Commission had power even to in part
manage railroads, this would not last long. The railroads, in

my judgment, would prefer government ownership.
I submit to the Senate that when you confer the power to

prescribe the terms and conditions upon which routes shall be

operated, you are going a long way. � Routes� means nothing
if it don�t mean railroads. .

Mr. SPOONER. Would it- not be subject to judicial review?

Mr. ELKIN S. If the power is given to be exercised by the

Commission, then the order would be subject to review, unless
the orders of the Commission are made �nal. I do not see how

it would be interpreted otherwise. I am strongly in favor of

widening markets by allowing shippers to get to all markets

alike, but I do not see how, under the language of this bill, this
can be done.
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Capital is .alxv�a=ys timid; ifit is fettered or handicapped be-

yond the �point that it deems fair treatment it will take Wings

and �y avvay. It will not long share a divided responsibility
with the -Government. It must be free to manage its invest-

ments -as it �sees �t inside the law. If the owners of railroads

�nd they are den-i.ed the -rights -granted other litigants in the
courts and can not have the protection of the courts in the man-
agement of their property, t-hey m-ay not only consent but seek

Government ownership, in order to invest their capital in some
branch of business the Government does �not undertalre in part
to control. in .

IlEDUCTICiN OF RATES.
In the United -States We have the lowest rate, the highest

�wages, and ethebest rail-road service in the World. During the
last thirty years rates have been reduced� from 2 cents per ton
per mile to about seven and one-half mills per ton per mile. On

some railroads last year the average rate per ton per mile was

as low as G mills and a fraction per ton per mile. How much

further this reduction in the aggregate can go is difficult to tell-�

possibly if the grades and curves are improved, better equipment

a and better motive power provided, the average rate might be

reduced to half a cent per ton per mile and yet afford .a fair re-

turn to the carrier, -but surely the rate can not go much lower.
When the Windom Commission made its =report��and that is

Within the memory of the senior Senator from Iowa [M12 ALLI-

SON] and the senior Senator from Rhode Island [M12 ALDRICH]
and many other Senators�the great question Was Whether
the rate could ever get lower than :1 cent a ton a mile. Now
We have about 6 mills. a ton a mile on -the average and lower

still on some railroads. It has been pushed down to that point,

but I do not know -how much further it can go; I do not think

beyond 5 mills per ton per mile. Already we are so near the

dividing line that the reduction of, a mill or two� per ton

per mile may marl: the difference between pro�t or loss. It

is remarkable What an enormous� saving there has been to

the� people in thirty years in the voluntary reduction of rates by

the railroads. Take, for instance,� the case of the Great North-
ern Railroad. A statement prepared by Mr. James J. Hill,
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president of the road, shows that on this single road in thirty

years the reduction has been over $679,000,000.- What a saving

to the people.

This reduction applies to all other roads in the country,

and the aggregate of thedsaving to the people from the re-
duction in rates for the last thirty years reaches �gures almost

incomprehensible. This saving was not the result of Govern-

ment regulation, but was due to the voluntary action of the

railroads.

Because railroads have constantly reduced rates and de-

veloped the country and are the most importaiit factor in our
commercial and business expansion furnishes no reason why

they should not be subject to proper regulation. With the great

bene�ts and advantages railroads bring to the country there

should not follow in their wake evils and abuses that oppress the

people.
All property honestly acquired is sacred and entitled to pro-

tection under "the law, and there ought to be no distinction
under the law between different kinds of property, but no class

of owners of property should be allowed to do anything against

the public interest. The people�s rights and the public interests

are the first care of the, statesmen, and are higher and beyond
any special interest or business or all combined. The public
weal and public welfare should be the �rst consideration in all
we may do here. There is general unrest among the people all

over the world, and more generally than ever in our own coun-

try. Just what the outcome of this unrest may be no one can

foresee. Many believe that individualism, with its vast bene�ts,

and of late its vast evils to society, has about run its course,

and in its stead during the 20th century will come about some

form of collectivism which we do not yet understand.
MAKING RAILROAD RATES.

Making and adjusting railroad rates, even by the most experi-

enced tra�ic managers, is most dif�cult. Presidents of railroads

and boards of directors rarely have anything to say or do &#39;
about making rates. This intricate and complicated duty is con-

�ded to the traffic managers and their subordinates. They must

keep their �ngers on the commercial and industrial pulse of the
6738 l &#39;
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country every moment to know What to do �in the matter of

adjusting rates; they must confer daily with thousands of busi-

ness men all over the country and be in touch with every move-

ment of the markets. Generally market conditions and competi-
tive industries determine rates and not traffic managers; they
simply respond to these conditions. The Weather Bureau re-

cords the Weather but does not make it. At
Three hundred rate schedules are received daily by the

Interstate Commerce Commission; the present annual average
is 100,000 schedules. From 1887 to 1904 there Were 2,358,960

rate schedules �led in the office of the Interstate Commerce
Commission. A rate may be pro�table to�day and not pro�table

to-morrow. Rates reasonable on one line may be unreasonable

on another to the same or different points, though the distance
be the same. If railroads can have loads both Ways for a year

or even a month they can make lower rates than if they have
loads only one way. _

These and many other factors that might be mentioned enter

into the making of railroad rates, and make their adjustment

complicated, intricate, �and� dif�cult. The regulation ofrates
and the prevention of all sorts of abuses, discriminations, and y

rebates should be left to the Government��the management of
railroads to their owners. , 0

The hearings before the Interstate Commerce Committee show,

and all agree, as a general rule the great majority of shippers A
are satis�ed with the rates made by railroads; that rebates and

discriminations are growing less, as the present laws are exe-

cuted and they are being enforced vigorously; but this, as I

have said before, is no reason Why there should not be the
strictest regulation against excessive rates and abuses of every

kind, so as to protect the people and minimize evils and abuses.

Because people are, as a rule, honest is no reason Why there

should not be laws against dishonesty, murder, burglary, lar-

ceny, embeznlementt, etc. _
The aim of Wise statesmanship should be to so adjust matters

by proper legislation that the shipper and producer can make
&#39; a fair pro�t on their products, the r_ailroad a fair return for the

service rendered, and the consumer get What he buys at a fair

price. 
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1&#39; considered some time whether to say �just compensation �

or �fair return on capital� instead, as has been suggested by

-the Senator from Nevada [l\Ir. NEWLANDS] and the Senator
rroin Texas [Mr. CULBERSON]. But I used the term �fair
�Seturn for the service rendered� as possibly the best words.

There should be no real antagonism between the shipper,

the carrier, and the consumer; their interests should be mutual

and not con�icting. Legislators should Work to this end and

try to promote and safeguard the public interest without feel-
ing, without prejudice, without passion, and without pressure

from popular clamor.� This would reach the height of genuine

statesmanship. For the last eight years I have been a member

of the Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce and have had
ample opportunity of judging the work of the Commission,

which at times has not been fully understood and appreciated.

It is needless to say that the Commission is made up of men
of �ne ability and of the very highest character. They have

from the beginning devoted themselves to the important and

difficult work in hand with zeal and tireless industry. The
Commission has been called upon to treat a most important

and dif�cult subject under new legislation and interpret new.
laws which had not been passed upon by the courts; they had

to trod paths unknown and untried, and the work has at all

times been most serious and difficult. The public does not hear

or know of the great work of the Commission, by far of the
� largest part of the work the Commission does. Since its organi-

zation it has settled. amicably between railroads and shippers
nearly three thousand cases without contest, trial, or proceed-

ings in court. In this way a great deal of good has been done

and a great many differences reconciled. between shippers and

railroads under new legislation difficult to interpret and under-

stand. The Commission by law is intrusted with the most dif-

�cult and delicate subject in our economic development, and

they have met the duties laid upon them with great ability, and

an honesty a11d integrity that has never been assailed.

Mr. President, I now wish to consider someof the legal

phases of the rate question.
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Mr. §B�A0RAiI{.-E331. It I do not ii11-it-errulpt the "Sen-a�t:or. &#39;o�et�ore

he takes up this other .«su&#39;=bj:ect &#39;-I séhoul-d like to "ask  9 tell

%us Why he arréived ti-n=a1:ly at the -?con=clus=ion that  pr-o%p�er
rexpressi-on to use in that :&#39;conn.ect~io&#39;n is �� a fair return for -�the
-service rendrerec1."�

Mr. nLK1Ns. .1 will say  the -S-enéator, as  tried to =e.3:=p�-l~a3in,&#39;
that I had -some hesitancy :about %it. I had  � fair return on
the capitaél � at tirst. Just what words to use gave me some
it-r-oublre. I �nally decided on those I have used, rbecause -on the

whole I_ thought � a fair return for the service rendered� cov-
ered -eve-ryt-hing the -=car.rie?r �could justly ask and the Ezor-ds
«WV-ou1=d �be fair to the »p1rb%l£i:c.

Mr. CULBEERSON. Mr. Presi=denIt��-

The VICE-PRESIDENT.  the �Sena�t-.or from �West Vir-

giniza �yield to the Séenrator é�nona �Texas?

Mr. ELKINS. For :a question. � L
Mr. C-ULBE.R&#39;SON. It is for a .&#39;question., but the �Senator Will

l;:ind�ly pardon &#39;-a sentence -or two in exp&#39;:1anat:i~on of the �questiion.
I ask it for the purpose of asecur�-ing information with respect
to the yi»eWs of the Senator -on -=a:n� iinrportainit matter with Which

�I am Very much con.�-cerned���that is, the :q-uestion which the

Senator is discussing as to the rate to be charged by railroad
� conipaneies.

Under the present law they may charge a just a-nd reasonable
&#39; rate. Under this bill, which came from the committee of which

the -S-enator is a nziember, t rate to be fixed by the -Connniam

sion is to be just and reasonable and fairiy sr�emunera=tive. If

the �Senator will spar-don� a furither Word, the Supreme Court -has

held that the Words �just and reasoneabie � have relation -both
to the rights of the public and of the companies, a-nd that the

rate must be �xed with reference to the rights of each. NOW

the lconiniit-tee, or at :1-east the -bil1�-who-ever may be 1&#39;-espons-ible
for -it-�adds the Words � fairly remuvnerativ.e,� as the measure
of the rate which is to be �xed for carry-ing freight and passen-

gers.� I -call the attention of the Senator from West Virginia
to the de�nition of � remunerativae � in the7Stan«d:a-rd Dictionary:

�Affording, or tending to afford, ample remuneration; giving
good or su�icient return; paying; pro�table.�
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Now, what I des-ire to ask the Senator is this: First, what

is ihe purpose of using .the additional words �fairly remunera-

tive,� and if, in his judgment, those words do not have �the
effect of liberalizing the rule rather than of narrowing it or

keeping it where it is under the common law and -under the de-

cisions of the Supreme Court, and if the words �fairly re-
munerative� do not have exclusive reference-to the interests

of the companies? And, lastly, I will ask the Senator if he

will join with some of us in striking the.words �fairly re-

munerative � from the bill? _

Mr. ELKINS. If the.Senator.will do me the honor to listen
to what I have to say further on, I wi1l;try to answer his ques-
tions more at length. It is di�icult to say what the words

� fairly rem&#39;unerative� mean; whether they lay down, a stand-
ard by which the courts can determine anything. I fear in
theuse of these words we get into a wide and unknown sea. I

. think the words �fairly remunerative� add to the difficulties
of the question, as I shall try to show. The words �just and_
reasonable �p� furnish a standard by which the Commission is to
be guided or to which it must adhere. ,I&#39; will shortly come to
the point-&#39; the Senator from Texas has raised.

I _ LEGAL PRINCIPLES INVOLVED;
The general principles underlying and applicable to the power

of Congress over the subject of rates by interstate carriers may
- be stated as follows:

1. At common law a common carrier is prohibited from making

any unreasonably high charge" for its services, and this prohibi-
tion has been incorporated in section 1 of the act to regulate

commerce. (Int. Com. Com. 1). Railway Co., 167 U. S., 479,

. 505.) Thus the shipper has a common law and statutory right

of protection against unjustly and unreasonably high rates.
2. To decide, upon the evidence, in a case properly before the

court, whether any rate charged by a common� carrier is un-
reasonably high, or, in other words, in excess of the maximum
rate which would be reasonable, has always been regarded as a
judicial function. (Chicago, etc., R. Co. _v. Iowa, 94 U. S., 155,
161; Chicago, etc., R. Co. v. Minnesota, 134&#39;U. S., 4.13, 458;

Reagan 1:. Farmers� Loan & Trust Co., 154 U. S., 362, 397.)
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3. Any governmental regulation establishing rates for the
transportation of persons or property which will not admit of

the_carrier�s earning such compensation as under all the ch.�-

cumstances is just to it and to the public would deprive such
carrier of its property without due process of law. Such regu-j

lation, if by State authority,. would violate the Fourteenth
Amendment to the Constitution of the United States (Smyth
1). Ames, 169 U. S.,. 4.66, 526); and, if by Federal authority,

would obviously violate in the same way the Fifth Amendment
to the Constitution of the -United States. Thus the carrier has
a constitutionalright of protection against unjustly and unrea-
sonably low rates. &#39; _

4. The determination of the question whether a governmental
regulation establishes rates for the transportation of persons
and property so unreasonably� low as to deprive the carrier of
its property without such compensation as the Constitution
secures is a subject of judicial inquiry. �The duty rests upon
all courts, Federal and State, when their jurisdiction is
properly invoked, to see to it that no: right secured by the
supreme law of thejland is impaired or destroyed by legisla-
tion.� (Smyth -v. Ames, 169 U. s., 466, 526, 527.)

5. There may be, and generally would be, a wide range be-
tween, on the one hand, the highest rate which a. common
carrier could impose on the shipper without violating the

shipper�s common law and statutory right to be protected against
an unjustly and unreasonably high rate, and, on the other hand,

the� lowest rate which governmental authority could impose on
the carrier without violating the carrier�s constitutional right
to be protected against an unjustly and unreasonably low rate.

Between these two extremes there may be many different rates,

each of which would necessarily be just and reasonable, because «
not transgressing either one of the two limits of justice and
reasonableness. - ,

6. The governmental power to prescribe rates for carriage by

a common carrier is a legislative and not an administrative or
judicial function. (Int. Com. Com. &#39;v..Rai1way Co., 107 U. 9..
479, 505.) �
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7. Congress having the power to establish the intersta-te rates
of common carrier-s, it w-ould follow that Congress would have an

unlimited discretion to �x any such rate at any point between

the maximum rate which the carrier could lawfully charge the

shipper and the minimum rate which Congress could constitu-

tionally impose upon the carrier. This would be a wide range

of discretion, and would be a �purely legislative discretion.

8. That legislative power can not be delegated to any other

officer or tribunal is well established and i-s fully recognized in

the case of Clark &#39;0. Field (143 U. S., 649). Hence it follows that

Congress can not delegate to the Interstate Commerce Commis-

sion the discretionary legislative power which Congress has
under the commerce clause, whereby Congress may fix any in-

terstate rate of a common carrier at any point between the maxi-

mum reasonablerate which the carrier could lawfully charge

the shipper and the minimum rate which Congress could con-

stitutionally impose upon the carrier.

9. The Attorney�General, in his letter of �May 5, 1905, to the

chairman of the Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce,
holds that the only� way in which a rate��xing power can be con- _,

ferred upon the Interstate �Commerce Commission is for Congress

to enact into law some standard of charges which shall con-

trol, and then to en-trustlto the Commission the duty to -�x

rates in conformity with that standard. In this I fully agree.

10.&#39;It would seem to follow from these premises��&#39;

First. That any legislation attempting to confer �upon the

Interstate Commerce Commission the power to fix rates will be
unconstitutional unless it prescribes �the standard of charges

which shall control,� and requires the Commission to conform
thereto in fixing rates.

Mr. KEAN. When the Senator concludes, I will submit a

few remarks on that subject.

Mr. ELKINS. Second. That any legislation attempting to

�x rates would be unconstitutional whosepractical effect is to

deny to common carriers the right to invoke and obtain, in due

time, the protection of the courts froin being compelled to trans-

port persons or property at rates which Violate the carrier�s
constitutional rights. &#39;
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In the light of the principles just stated an examination of
the bill under consideration may be instructive.

DELEGATION OF POWER IN HEPBURN BILL.

The only standard of charges prescribe.d by the act to regulate

commerce is the common law standard that rates shall not be

unreasonably and unjustly high. I This standardis vague, but
still it is a standard because it is a thing judicially ascertainable

which the courts have always recognized it was their right

a11d duty to ascertain in proper cases. For Congress to enact

merely this standard and then confer upon an administrative

tribunal the autliority to make such changes in rates as are
necessary to prevent those rates from being unreasonably high,

would delegate a wide discretion and a tremendous power to

such a tribunal. The power so delegated to the administrative

tribunal would be the greatest power exercised by any adminis-

trative tribunal in the world.

Notwithstanding these considerations, it is probable that the
courts would hold constitutional an act delegating to an admin-
istrative tribunal the power to change rates of interstate com-

mon carriers so far as might be necessary to prevent their

being unreasonably high in violation of the common law and

statutory prohibition, because such act would furnish a judi-

cially ascertainable standard of charges to control, and would

require the administrative tribunal to conform to that standard.

It is believed, however, that this is the furthest extent to which
the courts would go in sanctioning a delegation of the rate-�xing

power to and administrative t-ribunal. The Hepburn bill seems
to go far beyond this point.

The bill does not require the Commission to conform to the

statutory and judicially ascertainable standard; it does not

provide that the Commission shall change rates only so far as to

prevent their being unreasonably high. Such a limitation on the

power of the Commission seems to be the thing sought to be

avoided by the framers of the bill in its present shape, and its

language shows an intention to confer power upon the Commis-

sion free from any such limitation.

The language of the bill seems designed to turn the entire

subject of regulation, which is within the power of Congress,
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over to the di:screti:o>1:r of  Co�mi.ssi�o*n:�. The C&#39;o1-nmaisseioni is

given full aut�ho�rity to act not mze�-reliy when rates in fact. Violate�

the law but whenever the Com.m.i.s»sion �shall be of opinion�
that the rates are unjust or unreasonab-Le. ,

They deterin-ine thei.r own. j.u~ri.sd.icti.o-n by their own. opin-

ion. Thus the CODIIH-i~SSi]&#39;;O&#39;I1"S opinion is sought to be made
the sole basis of its j<�urisd.i.ction. When the Cosmmission thus

chooses to act, it is authorized not merely to cha.n=g.e rates.
so far as may be necessary to prevent their being: unreas-

onably high, or, in other Words, to- make them conform. to

the statutory standard of lawfulness, but the Commission

is given full. authority to prescribe �What Will.,. in. its- jucl-g.-
ment, be the just and reason-able and-. fairly remunerative

rate,� that is �nal and not subject to review by the courts,
without the order of the Commiss�ion violates som-.e~ constitutional

provision. Thus it is sought to make the Gom:m.issio.n�s � j:udg.-

men-t.� the sole limitation upon the Goinmissionfs authority, sub-

ject, of course, to the limitation. of the carrier�s constitutional
rights; in other Words,-. the Commission�. is authorized to change

the- rate j,;uas�t as far as Congress itself could change. the rate.
This- turns over to the Commission all. the di-.sc.reti:onary power
that Congress itself could exercise.

The introd.u.cti.o:n. of the Words �fairly remunerative � does
not furni-sh.  statutory standard of charges which is to control.

And: here I invite the attention of the Senator. from. Texas [M1-*.
CULBERISON]; to what I am about to say touching the Words
� fairly remu~n~eratiVe.� Nobody knorws. What the term. really

means, and it has never been regarded. as. a ju=.d.i;ci.a1ly ascertain-

a.ble standard. AS� already pointed. out, any rate between the

niaxim-.um lawful rate as- against the shaipper and the minim.u:m

lawful; rate as against. the carrier may be regarded as fairly
remunerative, for, if. not fairly reniunerative u.nd.er all. the

circumstances, it would not seem to- be the just compensation to

which. the  is entitled under the Con-.sti.tution.
Moreover, the fact that one rate is fairly remunerative. is

perfectly consistent with the fact that �ve. or six other ra-tes

for the same service may be also fairly remunerative. The

Com.m.issi-on may be of o-pinion that each of �ve or six. cl-i�er~
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ent rates would be �fairly remunerative;� consequently its
choice between these rates would be a matter of arbitrary
discretion. I �

Certainly the bill does not prescribe any �standard of

charges which is to control� by introducing the words � fair-iy

remunerative.� These words do not and can not establish a

legal standard for any purpose,
Under the act to regulate commerce a carrier has the right to

charge the highest rate which is not unlawful, or, in other

words, the maximum reasonable rate. This bill, however, care-

fully refrains from limiting the authority of the Commission to

determining �the maximum just and reasonable rate,� which is

the only standard the act to regulate commerce prescribes, but,

on the contrary, gives the Commission the right to �x any rate

which in its judgment is a just and reasonable and fairly remun-

erative rate, and prescribes that that rate shall be the maximum.

Mr. CULBERSON. Mr. President��

The VICE�PRESIDENT. Does the Senator from West Vir-
ginia yield to the Senator from Texas?

Mr. ELKIN S. Certainly.
Mr._ CULBERSON. In the bill. I invite the attention of the

Senator from West Virginia to this distinction between the

character of rates �xed by the railroad .companies and the

character of rates which the Commission is authorized to �x

in lieu of those �xed by the carriers; and I ask him if it does

not at least create confusion?

Mr. ELKIN S. I think, as Isaid before, the insertion of the

words �fairly remunerative � in this bill in addition to the old

law does produce confusion.

Mr. CULBERSON. But the Senator apparently does not
� catch the point. The point is this: The railroad companies are

authorized to �x absolute rates, which must be just and reason- -

able. The Interstate Commerce Commission is only authorized
to �x just and reasonable and fairly remunerative m.a.z&#39;z&#39;.2nmn
rates.

Mr. ELKINS. I do not think this changes it materially,
although one rule is laid down for the carriers and a different
one as the standard for the Commission. My idea is that the
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C Commission ought to have the power only tom_odify a rate

made by the carriers to the extent of relieving it of unreason-

ableness, unlawfulness, and injustice. This is the power which

I think. the Commission should exercise and go no further, and
it ought to be inthis bill. Is not that Satisfactory to the Sena-
tor from Texas? I listened to his speech with great interest.

Mr. CULBERSON. The rate provided by the bill is not at all

satisfactory to me, and my constant reiteration of this question
to Senators. who have spoken is in that way to giye notice to
those in charge of the bill that in my judgment. it must be

amended. in that particular.

Mr. ELKIN S. I agree with the Senator that these words. coin-

fuse the bill.

But to resume my argument: Thus a rate higher than the rate

prescribed by the Commission might be reasonable and just. and

therefore entirely lawful under the act which Congress has

passed; but Congress gives. the power to the Commission to

_1&#39;el3-Gal this law pro tcmto by �xing another. just. and reasonable
rate lower than the maximum which is. lawful, and making this

lower rate thereafter the maximum.
:9: as us 2 at an an

The bill prescribes, no standard of lawful charges which im-

poses that duty upon the carriers, yet it is p.r�oposed to give to

the Commission the authority in its unguided discretion to re-

_duce rates to that point if it chooses to do so. I �think this an-
swers the questions of the Senator from Texas. A clearer dele-

- gation of legislative power, uncontrolled by any standard estab-.

lished by the legislature itself, could not be imagined.
C It may be contended that the courts will limit the authority

of the Commission to changing rates so far only as may be

necessary in order to. pltevent them from being" unreasonably
high, and in that way the courts will, by construction, con�ne
the Commission to the only legal standard which the act to

regulate connnerce prescribes. It would seem clear, however,
that the courts would not in this way revise the language used

by Congress. In the Trade-mark cases (100 U. S..,. 82, 98) the
Supreme Court said: i

, While it may be true that. when one part of a statute is valid and
constitutional and another part is unconstitutional and void, the
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court may enforce the valid part, where they are distinctly separable,
so that each can stand alone,it is not u�thin the judh�al province
to give to the words used by Congress a narrower meaning than they
are manifestly intended to bear, in order that crimes may be punished
which are not described in language that brings tliem within the con-
stitutional power of that body. �

The question of such a delegation of power under the Federal
Constitution is an entirely new question, upon which there is

-no controlling authority.

It is true the Supreme Court� has held that the delegation of
rate�making power to State commissions did not take the prop-
erty of railroad companies without due process of law, contrary
to the fourteenth amendment. In these cases, however, the
Supreme Court did not undertake to-decide whether the State
statutes delegated a power to administrative tribunals, which
under the State constitutions could only be exercised by the legis-
latures themselves. The question as to� Whether the Hepburn bill
delegates to the Interstate Commerce Commission a legislative
discretion will arise not under the �fth amendment, which pro-
hibits, the taking of property without due process of� law, but out
of the underlying principle of the whole Constitution that legis-
lative power must be exercised by the legislative department of
the Government. The question has never been passed upon or
considered. . ,

It should further be born in mind that most, if not all, of
the decisions relating to State constitutions will not even be
persuasive authority with the Supreme Court of the United
States to support the delegation of power attempted by this
bill, because in many of_ the cases the State constitutions ex-
pressly contemplate the delegation. of such a power, and in most,
if not all, of the cases the delegation of power is made with
limitations, more or less clearly expressed, which are entirely
absent from the bill under consideration..

I wanted to introduce here some extracts from the Michigan
tax case just decided, but I have been unable to get a copy of
the decision, and I will not refer to it further because I have

. only seen the quotation in the papers. But it seems that it has a

direct bearing. upon conferring this power, which might be use-
ful and instructive. I am indebted to the Senator from Wiscon-
sin [Mr. SPOONER] for an extract from Judge Bre\ver�s decision.
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�Mr. SPOONER. As published in the papers.
Mr. ELKINS. As published in the papers.

In the nation no one of the three great departments can assume or
be given the functions of another, for the Constitution distinctly grants
to the President, Congress, and the judiciary separately, the executive,
legislative, and judicial powers of the nation. It may, therefore, be
conceded that an attempted delegation by Congress to the President or
any ministerial officer or board of power to �x a rate of taxation or
exercise other legislative functions would be adjudged unconstitutional.

=."< =.�< * �wk >3 =l< =i=

Mr. NEWLANDS. Before the Senator goes to this new point,

I should like to ask him a question regarding the subject which
he has been discussing as to the delegation of power to the
Interstate Commerce Commission. Assuming that the words

�fairly remunerative� were stricken out and the power was
given to this Commission to �x just and reasonable rates, does
he regard that as �xing the standard which is to control the
action of the Commission, or does heircgard that expression as
a complete delegation to the Commissionof all the power that
Congress has regarding the �xing of rates?

Mr. ELKINS. I answered that a while ago when the Senator
was not in the Chamber. If Congress �xes a standard by which
the Commission is to be governed, and then it is provided that
the Commission shall go no further in changing a rate made
by the carrier than modifying it to the extent of relieving it
of its unreasonableness or injustice or unlawfulness, then that
becomes a judicial question, which can be inquired into; but
if Congress confers the power upon the Commission to �x what
it considers a fair, just, and reasonable rate, in its judgment,

. that is �nal and conclusive, as much so as if Congress had said
you shall �x a rate of 50 cents a ton. .

Mr. NEWLANDS. Does the Senator regard that as a trans-

fer from the legislative department to this adlninistrative board
of all the legislative power that Congress has on that subject?

Mr. ELKIN S. No; I do not. If Congress should empower the
Commission to say what in its judgment would be a fair and
reasonable rate, then Congress_delegates its legislative discre-
tion, but if Congress confers power on the Commission to
niorlify a rate made by the Commission only to the extent
and so far as to relieve it of its unlawfulness, unreasonabless,
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or injustice, then this is not �nal, and Congress does not tleiss

gate all of its legislative power, and what the Commission may

do can be reviewed by the courts.

JUDICIAL REVIEW UNDER IITEPBUBN BILL.

With few exceptions all are agreed there should be some
provision in the Hepburn bill de�nitely proyidiiig for a review

by the courts of the orders of the Commission. The denial ot a

review by the courts of the orders of the Conimixa-io11 is new arid

has come about only during this last session of Cuiigress.
In his last two messages the President favors»! a iieriew of

the orders of the Commission b_y the courts. There have been

introduced in the House and Senate during and since 1905

twenty bills on the subject of rate legislation, and all save one
provide in some manner or other for review of the orders of the

Commission by the courts. Sixteen States le-gisIa~ting on the

subject have also provided for �court review. The difficulty i_s
just What is the best Way to prescribe the terms of this review

by the courts. For my part I think a review by the court of

the orders of: the Commission necessary to make the bill consti-

tutional; beyond this I am not wedded to any particular form
or wording of the same. It is contended by some of the adro-.

cates of the bill and �denied by .others that the ;c.arrier will have

thereunder ample opportunity to prevent the invasion of his

constitutional rights; that it is unnecessary to maize any ex-

press provision for judicial review, and that the right to such
review is clearly recognized by the language of the bill.

The only expressi�ons in thebili which can be construed as a

r.eco;gnition -of the right in the carrier to obtain a judicial review
or� an order of -the Commission �ning a rate are the foll.ow;li1g :

Such .o1-&#39;der shall go into elfect thirty days after notice to the :carri--er,
and shall remain in force and be observed by the carrier unless the
same shall be suspended or modified or set aside by the Commission or
be suspended or set aside by a court of competent jurisdiction.

* * * the orders of-the Commission shall take .e,EEe.ct at the end
of thirty days after notice thereof to the carriers directed to obey the
same unless such orders shall have been suspended or modi�ed by the
Commission .or suspended or set aside by the order or decree of a court
of competent jurisdiction. * * * &#39;

The venue of suits brought� in any of the circuit courts of the United
States to eI.1join, set aside, annul, or suspend any order or requirement
of the Commission shall be. in the district where the carrier against
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whom such order or requirement may have been made has its principal
operating ot�ce. _ V

The expressions quoted do not confer any jurisdiction upon
any courts to entertain proceedings by the carrier to set aside
the orders of the Commission, but simply refer to such juris-

diction, if any, as may already exist in the courts. It is so

well settled as to need no citation of authorities that the cir-

cuit courts of the United States can exercise only such juris-
&#39;diction as is conferred upon them by Congress. The only grant
of jurisdiction to the circuit courts of the United States which
could possibly cover a suit to set aside an order of the Com-
mission is section 1 of the act of March 3, 1875, the material

part of which reads as follows:

That the circuit courts of the United States shall have original
jurisdiction, concurrent with the courts of the several States, of all
suits of a civil nature at common law or in equity where the matter
in dispute exceeds, exclusive of interest and costs, the sum or value
of $2,000, and arising under the Constitution or laws of the United
States.

Thus a circuit court of the United States can not by any pos-

sibility have jurisdiction of any proceeding to set aside an
order of the Interstate Commerce Commission wherethe matter
in dispute does not exceed, exclusive of interest and costs, the
sum or value of $2,000. Under the bill the orders of the Com-

mission are to remain in force only three years. It is entirely

�possible that an order of the Commission may be a palpable
violation of the constitutional rights of the carrier, and yet the
loss thus wrongfully in�icted will not equal in three years the
sum or value of $2,000, As to every such case it is plain that
there is no jurisdiction whatever in the circuit court of the

United States to grant relief to the carrier. Of course, a car-
rier wrongfully threatened with a loss of $1,000 is as much en-

titled to relief as one wrongfully threatened with a loss of

$100,000.
It will be observed, moreover, that if the circuit courtsof the

United States have jurisdiction of proceedings to set aside orders -

of the Commission the courts of the several States have exactly
the same jurisdiction. This is expressly recognized by the

ianguage of the statute which is quoted. That this is true is

made plain by the reasoning of the court in Plaqueminas Freight

Company 12. Henderson (170 U. S., 511) and cases there cited.
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If,�the-refore, the Jurisdiction, exists in the Federal courts to
entertain proceedings to set aside orders of the Commission,
such jurisdiction equally resides in the State courts and is
exclusive in the State courts xvhere the matter in dispute does
not exceed, exclusive of interest and costs, the sum or value of
$2,000. �Of course such a proceeding in the State courts inay
be removed by the defendants to the circuit court of the United

States in any case Where the amount involved is sumcient to

give the latter court jurisdiction. »
This is an anomalous situation as to jurisdiction to set aside

orders of the Commission which ought not to exist. If Congress

intends the carrier to have any judicial protection an explicit

grant of jurisdiction in the Federal courts should be provided,
and for convenience should be con�ned to the Federal courts.

But even if a jurisdiction does reside in the State and Federal
courts, as just pointed out, to entertain proceedings to set aside

orders of the Commission, the further question remains, Against

whom can such proceedings be instituted? Where is the defend-
ant Who can be made to respond and required to a�ord the relief
to which the court may determine the carrier is entitled." The

bill does not authorize the Commission to be made a defendant

in such a suit. A suit against the Commission would be open to

the objection that the suit was in effect against the Government

of the United States. In Smyth &#39;0. Ames (169 U. S., 466-518), it
Was. said: -

It is the settled doctrine of this court that a suit against individuals
for the purpose of preventing them, as o�icers of a State, from enforcing
an unconstitutional enactment to the injury of the rights of the plainti�
is not a suit against the State Within the meaning of that amendment
(that is, the eleventh amendment).

It may be assumed that the same rule would apply to a suit

against officers of the United States as is thus applied to suits

against ofiicers of a State. Therefore, in order to justify a suit
against the Interstate Commerce Commission, it would be neces�
sary to show that the Commission Was upon the point �of enforc-
ing an unconstitutional enactment to the injury of the rights
of the plaintiff. Under this bill, however, the primary method

of enforcing the orders of the Commission is by heavy forfei�

tures, which are recoverable by civil suits in "the name of the
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United States, and it is made the duty of the various district

attorneys, under the direction of the Attorney-General, to prose-

cute for the recovery of such forfeitures. To a suit against

the Commission it might therefore very well respond that it

had no intention of enforcing the order in question, and that

the only purpose of the suit was to have an adjudication
upon the constitutionality �of an order having the effect of
law, and that so far as the defendant was concerned this was

a mere abstract question. As it is implied in the language of

Smyth &#39;0. Ames, above quoted, that the only jurisdiction is for the

purpose of preventing enforcementlof the order by the defend-
ants, it is not improbable that such a response would defeat the

jurisdiction entirely. It is therefore a question of grave doubt
as to whether the courts could entertain a proceeding against
the Commission to set aside one of its orders.

Mr. PATTERSON. Mr. President��-

The VICE�PRESIDENT. Does the Senator from West Vir-

ginia yield to the Senator from Colorado?

Mr. ELKINS. I wish the Senator would excuse me.

Mr. PATTERSON. I know you are tired.

Mr. ELKINS. Yes; I yield.

Mr. PATTERSON. The Senator is discussing a part of a

controversy that is really the only controversy that seems to be

occupying the attention of the Senate at this time, and that is

the language that Will be used in providing forthe right of
review. There seems to be no longer any controversy on the

part of Senators as to the necessity for such a measure or as to
" the power of Congress to delegate within certain limits the

power of rate making to a Commission, and the necessity for

doing so. There seems to be a consensus of opinion that there

is a right, to a limited extent at least, in the Supreme Court

or in other courts to review the action of the Commission. The

only controversy now seems to be over the language that will be
used in providing for court review. Has the Senator from West

Virginia concluded in his own mind what the wording should be

or within what limitation the right of review should be kept?
Mr. ELKINS. I have reached a conclusion, but I can not

get it put in the bill. I think it can be done by Congress pre-
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sci-�i-hing. a standard that the rate should be just and reasonable,

and autho-rizing the Commission, if it should  that the rate

ade by the carrier is not just and reasonablre, then it shall have

power to modify the rate to the extent of relzievinag the rate of
its injustice, un-rea-son.abl"ei:1:ess, or un&#39;1-awful&#39;»ness. »

But able lawyers. say that if the Words. � laws of the United

States � are added to- the amendment offered by the Senator

from Kansas [Mn LONG]; that would be all that  necessary to
au-thorirze a; broad review of the orders of the Commission.

=2= * 23- 3%: >!<

I Wish si:mpl:y to say that, in my opinion, every aterial iright

or interest of a carrier, shipper, or locality affected: by an order

of the Co-m:m~.issi�on should be entitled to a� review by the courts;

It may be ren1ar1§.ed; in passing� that if the circuit court of
the United States can entertain such proceeding against the

Commission then the State courts can equally "entertain such

proceeding whenever the Commissioners are within the terri-

torial: jurisdiction of the State courts. As the Com:missi.on

travels from place to place an.d all its members are frequ=entl:y_

at points in the various States: it is entirely possible that suits
could thus be instituted in a State court and juri-sdiction of the

Co-mmiss-ion» obtained. by actual seirviice of process on all its

members� within: the limits of the State. This  an anomalous

conditions which Congress should certainly avoid. .
Even if the courts, State or Federal, shouzldi entertain juris-

diction of a suit against the Cormmissison to set aside an order

of the C-ommsis-sio-n=,. it is clear that the only relief which could

be asked would. be against the Commission, for in such a suit
I only the Comzmissionz could. be: enjoined from enforcing the order.

A decree in: such: a suit Would not be bziindéing upon. the Attorney-

General or the district attorneys, who would not be and. who

could not be made parties to such a suit; nor would such a

decree be b.i:nd-.ing._ upon any cottrts of law in which the district

attorneys, under the di:recti�o.n of  A.ttorney�G&#39;ene-ral�, might

see �t�to- prosecute for the recovery� of the forfeitures: denounced

by the act against the. carrier W11.-icli-. fails to obey the order of-

the Gomemissions. It W&#39;011�-1-�di s-eem~.cl&#39;ea=1&#39;; therefore, that the relief
which could be obtained in a suit against the Commission, even
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if such suit could be maintained, vvould be utterly inadequate.
It could not constitute a legal protection to the carrier.

No suit could be brought by the carrier to restrain the Attor-
ney�General and all the district attorneys from prosecuting to

recover the forfeitures for the carrier�s failure to observe the
order. Such a suit would be a suit against the United States.

This proposition is clearly illustrated by the case of Fitts v.

McGhee (172 U. S., 516) , where the court held that a suit against

the prosecuting officers of the State of Alabama, to enjoin their
proceeding to recover penalties denounced for failing to ob-

serve the tolls established by the legislature for the use of a

bridge, Was. a suit against the State, of which the court_ had no
jurisdiction. The court therefore declined to pass upon the

validity of the act or to entertain the suit for any purpose What-
ever. \

The result is that no procedure is possible under the bill

whereby the carrier may initiate any proceeding in which it

can obtain adequate relief against an order of the Commission.

Of course the carrier can not be compelled to observe a rate
which violates the carr,ier�s constitutional rights, but apparently
the only Way in which the carrier can avail itself of the consti-

tutional protection is simply to refrain from charging a rate

gwhich the Commission orders it to charge, and When proceed-

ings are instituted against the carrier to recover the forfeitures

denounced by the act for its disobedience of the order to

defend these proceedings by showing that the order is uncon�

stitutional. As these penalties are $5,000 for each offense, and I
as each shipment will constitute a separate o�ense, the carrier,

by adopting this course, would incur in the course of two or

threeweeks the risk of penalties far greater than the total loss

it would sustain if it complied with the Com1nission�s unlawful

order. This, of course, amounts to an effort to intimidate the

carrier, and these penalties, if constitutional, will have the effect

of coercing the carrier into charging a rate �xed by the Com-

mission rather than incur the risk of the enormous loss which

i would result from refraining from charging the rate for the

purpose of inviting a proceeding in which it could contest the

constitutionality of the order.
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Even if the carrier could avoid the risk �of cumulative penal-
ties by refraining from charging the rate �xed by the Commis-

sion, and would incur the risk of only one penalty, yet it is

clear that a civil suit to recover this penalty would be an inade-

quate method of determining the constitutionality of the right.

Such an action would be triable at law and by a jury. The
questions involved are so complicated as to make it utterly
impracticable for a jury to pass intelligently upon them.

Probably no two juries would entirely agree as to the effect

of the proof introduced as to the illegality of a given rate.

As was said in Smyth 4). Ames, 169 U. S., pp. 466-518:

Only a court of equity is competent to meet such an emergency and
determine once for all and Without a multiplicity of suits matters that
affect not simply individuals, but the interests of the entire community,
as involved in the establishment of a public highway and in the ad-
ministration of the a�airs of the quasi-public corporation by which
such highway is maintained. .

If it be contended that on account of all these difficulties

which lead to the conclusion that no adequate judicial review

exists, the court will therefore construe the expressions of the

bill above quoted, which refer to a court setting aside the
order of the Commission, as impliedly granting a jurisdiction to

the circuit courts to entertain proceedings in equity against the

Commission and to give in such proceedings adequate relief

and suspend or set aside the order of the Commission so as to

prevent action thereon, not merely by the Commission but by

the attorneys of the United States as Well, the ansxver, in the

�rst�place, is that any such construction would be a case of
judicial legislation; and in the second place, that if it is the

intention of Congress to provide an adequate remedy in equity
to deal with this situation there is not the remotest excuse for

refusing to say so and for trusting that the courts will tran-

scend their proper authority by saying Congress meant What it
studiously refrained from declaring. &#39;

The bill seems to indicate clearly the intention of Congress

that the �courts shall not even pass upon the constitutionality
of the order of the Commission. The only judicial proceeding

expressly authorized to which the Commission is to be a party
is a suit by the Commission to compel the enforcement of its
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order. This is an additional remedy to the civil suits by the

district attorneys to recover� the forfeitures. This proceeding is

obviously an equitable proceeding, because the court is author-

lzed therein to issue writs of injunction to compel the carrier to
obey the Co1nmission�s order. A court in construing the bill

would certainly be impressed with the fact that in this, the only.

instance where Congress undertook to confer a jurisdiction upon

the United States circuit court sitting in equity to deal with an

order of the Commission, the only two points which Congress

authorizes the court to consider are, �rst, Was the order regu-

larly made and duly served? and, second, Is the carrier in dis-

obedience of the order? The court is not authorized by the

jurisdiction granted to pass upon the further question whether
the Commission�s order violates the �constitutional rights of the
carrier. " &#39;

If, therefore, the expressions quoted above wherein the act re-

fers to suspending or setting aside �an order of the Commission

imply the creation of any jurisdiction, Will not the courts ,con-
strue the act as a whole and reach the conclusion that Con-

gress merely intended that the orders of the Commission might
be set aside, enjoined, or suspended only on the grounds which

would justify the court in refusing to enforce the order at the
instance of the Commission, to wit, that the order was not regu-

larly made or duly served? ,

The conclusion to be drawn from these considerations is that

no judicial review is provided for by the bill and it therefore

evinces a purpose to prevent the carrier from obtaining such a
review and to intimidate the carrier by the imposition of

enormous and overwhelming penalties into observing the Com-

mission�s order, whether right or wrong. If this conclusion

is justi�ed, then it must follow either that the scheme of rate

�xing provided for by the bill must fail, or at least the whole

scheme of penalties must fail, leaving the orders of the Commis-

sion to be enforced only by suits in equity brought by the Com-
mission, in which suits the courts� will have to pass upon the

lawfulness of the orders before they can take effect at all.

The situation certainly calls for an amendment clearly giving an

adequate judicial review.
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I will conclude in a few minutes on the character and extent

of this review. I have been asked by the Senator from Colorado
on that particular point, and I tried to answer as brie�y as I

could. 
     
     CHARACTER A_ND EXTENT OF REVIEW.

Assuming that an express provision for judicial review is to

be made, the important question remains, What shall be the

character and extent of that judicial review?

It. would seem clear, under the bill grant of power to the Com-

mission, that the intervention by the Commission is absolutely
dependent upon the will and discretion. of the Commission down
to the point where the carrier�s constitutional rights are in-

vaded. This, as already pointed out, delegates to the Commis-.
sion, without any legal standard to control it, the full discre-

tionary power which could be exercised by Congress itself. If

such grant of power is not unconstitutional, it results that

practically arbitrary power is given to the Commission over the

property rights of the owners of the railroads and over the
interests of all the people dependent upon the railroads, and,

to a large extent, over the interests of shippers and localities,

which will be vitally affected by the changes which the Co1n~
mission can and will make in the relative advantages of coin- I

peting localities. This would give the Commission a power as

arbitrary as any Congress could exercise, and it would be

wholly free from the constitutional checks which are designed

to prevent arbitrary action by Congress.

The action of Congress is subject to veto by the President,

but there is no veto power upon the action of the Commission.
The creation of such arbitrary powers is wholly unnecessary to

the correction of any evil which has been developed. The
possibilities of political and sectional strife. growing out of its

exercise are of the gravest character. Every consideration of
justice and� expediency demands a more conservative course.
The Commission itself should be protected from the temptation
of an exercise of such power which will surely come if it

realizes that it has been given this authority without any con-

trol by the courts until the point is reached where. the constitu-

tional rights of the carrier are invaded.
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Another very serious consideration, which has an important
bearing upon the question of judicial review, is this: Under the

power granted in the bill it is assumed the Commission will not

undertake to change an entire schedule of rates by a single

order. It will change a few rates by one order and a few more

rates by another order. It is extremely doubtful, in view of

recent decisions of the Supreme Court, as to when an order

dealing with only one or a few rates of a carrier can be re-

garded as violating the constitutional rights of the carrier.

This is strikingly shown by the case of Minneapolis and St.
Louis R. R. Co. v. Minnesota (186 U. S., 257), a portion of the

syllabus of which reads as follows:
A tarilf �xed by the Commission for coal in carload lots is not

proved to be unreasonable by showing that if such tariff were applied
to all freight the road would not pay its operating expenses, since it
might well be that the existing rates upon other merchandise, which
were not disturbed by the Commission, might be su�iicient to earn a
large pro�t to the company, though it might earn little or nothing
upon coal in carload lots.

In this connection it is wise to consider the language of the
Supreme Court in the case of San Diego Land Co. v. National

City (174 U. S., 739, 754) :

But it should also be remembered that the judiciary ought not to
interfere with the collection of rates established under legislative sanc-
tion, unless they are so plainly and palpably unreasonable as to make
their enforcement equivalent to the taking of property for public use
without such compensation as under all the circumstances is just both
to the owner and to the public; that is, judicial interference should
never occur unless the case presents, clearly and beyond all doubt, such
a �agrant attack upon the rights of property under the guise of 1&#39;egu-
lations as to compel the court to say that the rates prescribed will
necessarily have the effect to deny just compensation for private prop-

� erty taken for the public use.

Such decisions as these strkingly illustrate the tremendous

margin of discretion conferred upon the Commission under any

system which leaves to judicial review solely the question

whether the constitutional rights of the carrier have been

violated.

In order to insure a judicial review which will adequately

protect the property and interests involved, and which will
operate as a conservative in�uence over the Commission it-

� self, it is important for the act to de�ne the Commission�s

jurisdiction and make it depend not upon the Commission�s
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opinion, but upon the facts, and for the act to show that

the Commission shall make no greater change than is necessary
to prevent rates from being unreasonably high. This can be
accomplished by authorizing the Commission to change rates
only when existing rates are unjust a11d unreasonable, and
only so far as may be necessary to remove such injustice and
unreasonableness. In this way it clearly becomes a judicial

question for the court to determine whether" the Commission

has exceeded its jurisdiction, and if the Commission has ex-
ceeded its jurisdiction its order can be set aside. There is no
other way in which Congress can make sure that an adequate
judicial review can be provided. .

While such provision would probably insure a fairly adequate
judicial review, it would still be true that the Commission would

possess a very substantial discretion. The courts would not in-

terfere except where the Commission was clearly in the wrong.
The carriers would realize that they could get no relief, either

temporary or permanent, from the court unless they could show

a clear case of abuse of discretion. _
One further point to be considered is as to the suspension of

the Commission�s order pending �nal determin_ation by the court,

provided the court is of opinion that the order should he so sus-
. pended." It has been �asserted with _great con�dence that Con-

gress has absolute power to determine all details of jurisdiction

and procedure by the Federal courts, and therefore to provide
thatthe Federal courts shall not grant interlocutory injunctions

or temporary restraining orders with respect to the rate�making
orders of the Commission.

It is indeed a very serious question whether Congress, after

it has invested a court of equity with jurisdiction over a given
subject�matter, can then trim down that jurisdiction so that it

can be exercised only on �nal hearing. I think the Senator from

Wisconsin [l\Ir. Sroonnn] in his very able argument made this

very clear, and I do 11ot know but that he used the very words

�trimmed down,� though I think he said �cut down.� But this

is a question entirely unnecessary to consider at this time. If it

be conceded that under Article IIIof the Constitution, dealing
with the judicial power of the United States, Congress can, in the-
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way proposed, prohibit the courts from granting interlocutory in- 0

junctions or temporary restraining orders in proceedings to re-

�view rates made by the Commission, this throws absolutely no

iight upon What can and can not be done under the �fth amend-

ment to the Const-itution. If, by reason of the �fth amendment,

it is a deprivation of property Without due �process of. law or a
taking of property without just compensation for�Congress to
compel a carrier perpetually, or for three years, to carry freight

for nothing or at less than the compensation which the courts

may regard as meeting the constitutional requirements, certainly

it is equally unconstitutional to take the property of the carrier

in exactly the same Way for six months, or three months, or
three days. &#39;

&#39; If Congress, by the provision of heavy penalties, coerces a
carrier into temporarily observing an unconstitutionally low

rate and thereby in effect temporarily takes the carrier&#39;s prop-
erty without due process of law or without just compensation, -

or if the result is accomplished, not by heavy penalties, but by

depriving the carrier of any right to obtain temporary relief

from the courts, there isunquestionably a palpable violation of

the �fth amendment to the Constitution, and any act which

has this effect would seem to be necessarily unconstitutional.

This question would be in no Wise affected by the -entirely dii&#39;r"er-

ent question whether such action of Congress was or was not a

violation of the provisions of Article III of the Constitution
relative to the judicial power. .

It should be remembered that whenever a Carrier is compelled

to carry freight for less than the rate which under the Con-

stitution the carrier has the right to charge the loss thereby

�sustained by the carrier is absolute and irreparable. The ob-
servance of a given order might, for example, impose upon the
carrier an average loss of $100 every Week When -compared

with the lowest -rate which the carrier could be constitutionally

required to charge. This would be a loss of approximately.

$15,000 in the three years during which the order of the Com-

mission was required to remain in effect. It is simply a can-

traS.iction in terms to say that the carrier has a constitutional
right to be protected from this lo-ss -of $15,000 in three years,
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but no constitutional right to be protected from the loss of $100
per week for the six weeks or six months or twelve months

which must intervene before the carrier can obtain a �nal
determination by the court. The thing that is protected is the

use of the carrier�s property. The use for a single day is pro-

tected just as much as the use for three years. If the bill
provided that the orders of the Commission should remain in

effect only ten days, the carrier would still be as clearly entitled

to judicial protection as it is where the order is to remain in

effect for three years, and the case is of a character where the

judicial protection must be had before the rate takes effect,

because just as soon as the rate does take effect the irrep-

arable lossbegins, and where the rate is unconstitutionally

low the unwarranted taking of the carrier�s property without

due process of law and Without just compensation begins.
Mr. President, this great debate, which will stand in history

as a monument to the ability and conservatism of the Senate,

participated in by some of the ablest and most distinguished

Senators� who have ever adorned this illustrious body,� and
which hasso instructed and illumined the country, has been for

� the most part along legal lines. In what I have said I have

�tried ina brief way, ..imperfect_as it may be, to bring to the
. attention of the Senate and the country some of the practical

workings of the bill. I realized, however, that no treatment of

this great question, perhaps the most important economic ques-
tion ever presented to the Senate, could omit some discussion of
the legal principles involved. I felt that the subject had been

almost exhausted, and I ventured with some hesitancy and
much diifidence to follow the great speeches that have been
made, knowing that I must touch upon some of the points
which have been so ably discussed with more knowledgeand
far more ability than I possess.
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     OF

Senators on the Ellcins amendments, proh/z&#39;bz&#39;ting mtlroacls from
t«ra.nspo«rt/tug in /interstate comme1"c-e, coal, coho, or other com-
m.o(ltttes mt-necl or produced by them, made d1.m&#39;ng the debate
on the (Z=777.61tCl77�L6&#39;7?.t and promkling for �switching eovzmeottiovns
for shz&#39;ppers of interstate commerce. "Also comments on the
Elloms law and the pipe-line amendment. First session, Fifty-
mntlt O�ong4�ess.

Mr. ELKINS. Mr. President, the purpose of introducing this

amendment Was to correct an abuse and evil growing up in the
-�State of West Virginia and in other mining States, owing to
the fact that railroads�eng.age in competition with producers
on their lines. My idea of this is, and it is my judgment, that
railroads should be strictly held to doing the business for which

they .-are incorporat-ed��that is, the transportation of freight
and passengers�and should be prohibited by law� from engaging
in any other business, and especially business in competition

with the producers and shippers on their lines. _

>3 >16  =3 :3 =2: >1:

Mr. ELKIN S. Mr. President, I know it is sought to side-trac-1:

this amendment that corrects .a great abuse and injustice. I

know We are dealing With rates and tryin-g to prohibit -excessive

rates, but there are abusesand evils produced by railroads far

greater than excessive rates. The great evils and abuse are the

kind I have mentioned. Rebates and discriminations are pro-

hibited now by stringent laws. N-ow, another abuse by railroads

is they refuse at times to give switches to shippers of interstate

commerce. They will not give physical connection. If We are

going to regulate railroads, if we are going to correct abuses,

let us correct the real abuses that oppress the people and

drive them out of business. What I complain of in this bill

is that while it is a good bill as far as it goes, it does not go

far enough. It does not correct the Very abuse I amtrying to

r.r111g to the attention of the Senate. It does not provide that

where an interstate shipper is prepared to operate he shall
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have the right of switch connection. It does not provide that

connecting lines shall have connections and fair, just, and rea-

sonable prorating arrangements. Those are abuses of which

the people of West Virginia complain, and they -are evils which
I should like to see corrected i11 this bill. I

Mr. DRYDEN. I say this question is so broad that it is not

too strong a statement to make to say that it will affect almost

every household in this country. This amendmeiit which is

now� pending is one of the most vital in the Whole bill.

Mr. DOLLIVER.&#39; Mr. Pres

Virginia has introduced a very important practical question,

ident, the Senator �from West

probably a more far-reaching and difficult question than any

with which the pending bill undertakes to deal.

No more difficult railway proposition exists than this con-

nection of the carriers with the productive enterprises of the
country.

>1: 8: =i= =24 =" �= >l<

Mr. BAILEY. The Senator

MONS] suggests that this question is as important as the main

from North Carolina [Mr. SIM-

question, and measuring it by its importance we might expect
an almost interminable delay. ,

I believe, Mr. President, that in the. history of legislation no

greater good "Was ever sought to be accomplished than the good

Which will be accomplished by the less than eight lines of this
amendment. . "

ac _  � =:: :3: =2: >1: :2:

Mr. LODGE. Mr. President, all I desire to say is that it

seems to me that the� best Way to deal with this most important

question would be to send it to the committee and have a proper

bill presented to the Senate. I personally should not care to

vote for that disposition of the subject, �unless I could be as-
sured beyond any reasonable peradventure that the matter

_Would be disposed of at this session of Congress.

I think the question involved in this amendment is more im-

portant by far than all the local discriminations which this bill

undertakes to cure. I do not think that we can a_t&#39;t&#39;ord to ad-
journ this session without acting �on it.
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The ownership by the railro-ad companies of these great prop-
erties which «comprise the necessities of life is an admitted
evil. � The attitude of the Supreme Court in the Chesapeake and
Ohio case recognizes such ownership as contrary to sound pub-
lic policy. It is idle to say that We are unable to deal with it
"or to stop it. If we are to be paralyzed in dealing with such an
em as this, then the interstate�connnerce clause in the Consti-

tution is utterly Vain.
I should much prefer, as I have said, to see this matter re-

ferred to the connnittee if We can be assured that we shall deal

with it conclusively and �nally at this session; but, Without.
that assurance and without that understanding, I think the
Senate had better deal with /it -here to-day and to-morrow and
for a Week, if necessary, until We shall have secured suitable
legislation that-shall put a11 end to the operation by the rail-
roads of great natural productions, which are absolutely vital
to the well-being of the people of this country.

=2: .  =2: �:2: �=3 �-3 =74
Mr. TILL-MAN. I do not Want to laythis matter on the

table. It is too serious and vital an issue, and the people of

this country are watching to see whether the Senate, knowing
that the evil exists, has not got either the sense or the courage

to deal with it. That is my understanding of the situation.
We all know there are grave abuses and outrageous conditions

not only in West Virginia, but in Pennsylvania, in East Tennes-
see, in the Indian Territory, and I do not know Where else.

=l: >l= =l=.  =2: =2< - :2:

Mr. �LA1&#39;i\&#39;EI{. I am speaking of this provision. This bill

has a number of ainendinents in it, it� the Senator from Illinois.

will allow me to say so, that are very bene�cial. You take the

ainendlnent of the Senator from West Virginia [Mr. ELKINS].

That is a good ainendnient, although made by a Senator who

has been charged with being a railroad Senator. We have had

help from Senators who have been charged with being rail-
road Senators in clearing up the inysteriesof this legislation.

So, in answer to the Senator from Illinois, I will say that
some of the best legislation has been put on the bill by the
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Senator from West Virginia and by the Senator from North,

Dakota [Mr. MCGUMBER].
=l= =2<� =1: =!= - &#39; :2: =2: "�

Senators may get up and talk about these cases on the distant

frontiers. What I wish to do is to correct the abuses which

have grown up; to provide that railroads shall not engage in

business in competition with shippers on their lines; that rail-

roads shall not own thousands of acres of coal lands, and mine

the coal and ship it over their ovvnlines to market and freeze
out and crush independent operators and individuals; that they

shall not seize and become owners of Whole sections of States,

and monopolize the business of mining and shipping coal, when

they are organized and incorporated to only transport freight

and passengers. If railroads can engage in the coal, coke, lum-
ber, and iron-ore business, it will be only a question of time

�When they Will drive out of business all other shippers of these

commodities. The fact is the people do not Want and will not

permit railroads to engage in business in competition With their

own shippers.

This is the main question. \ If incidentally during production
and transportation it Works injustice to small enterprises or to

large ones the great principle contended for should not be pre- p

vented from becoming law.

Mr. President, I insist that this amendment has due regard,

so far as it can, to the rights and interests of all railroads and

all producers. The question is, Will Congress permit the coal
interests in the States of Pennsylvania. Ohio, West Virginia,

and other States to be turned over to the railrsad interests?

Unless We provide some remedy of this kind, that will  the

result. I ,
Mr. FORAKER. As the Senator from Iowa Well says, Mr.

President, everything that is being done to�day to break up
the practices about which complaint is made is being �done
under the Elkins law, and the very best legislation W4? can-

enact here is to broaden and strengthen the Elkins law� so as
to make it still more effective, as We easily can. If we have

in view only the correction of evils, that is the sure Way to
reach « them. .
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Take the report made by Commissioner Gar�eld a few days
ago. I read it through with care, in&#39;so. far as we have been-
favored with it. Assuming that all he says is true, -about
which I do not know anything except that his facts are dis-

puted to some extent, but, assuming for the sake of the argu-

ment that they are all true, there is not one thing pointed out by

Mr. Gar�eld, not one evil mentio11ed by him, that the bill we
now have under consideration will reach or remedy��not&#39; one.
The evils he complains of all consist, in one form or another,
of rebates and discriminations, open and secret, practiced under
every kind of guise, in every sort of form that the ingenuity of
railroad o�icials and shippers could suggest. Not one of them
can you reach by this legislation, upon which we have spent

three or four months of time. On the contrary, there is not
one of them that you can not reach in �fteen minutes in a

court of equity having competent jurisdiction u11der the Elkins

law. There is no rate or discrimination pointed out by him
that you can not reach.

I do know that if the Elkins law had been enforced by the�

o�icials charged with the duty of enforcing it under the law
there would not have continued any such condition of things,
and there is no law on the statute book that now provides, and
this bill if enacted will not provide, any remedy whatever
against rebates. The House committee, in their report, said
they did not undertake to deal with rebates and they did not
undertake to deal with discriminations between shippers. They
did not undertake to deal with anything except only excessive
rates, the least troublesome and the least burdensome evil
there is.

Mr. �President, I have here a statement which I took out of

a publication called � Freight ���a statement as to the proceed-
ings under the Elkins law. It gives the number of decisions by
the courts sustaining and enforcing that law, and there are
quite a number of them, all of them important cases. There
"was the New Haven Coal case, one of the most important cases
decided by the Supreme Court of� late years. That was under
the Elkins law. There was the Trans-Missouri Freight case,
involving a question of discrimination between communities.
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That was under� the Elkins law. There was the case of the

packing houses as against the livestock me-n�I have foingotteii

the style of the case��decided by Judge Bethea last J aiiuarf or
February. That was under the Elkins law. There was the

case a few days ago of the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy

road, where� that corporation Was ��ned heavily. That was
under the Elkins law. There was the case of the Fairmont

Coal Company in West Virginia, Where the proceeding was by
mandamus to compel equal treatment in furnishingcars. That

Was under the Elkins law. In every one of these cases there

was relief instantly at the hands of the court upon application

for a restraining order or a Writ, which Was �nally made
permanent. .

=3 "5 3% 93¢ =13 &#39; >3 1%
Mr. KNOX. Let me suggest to the Senator from Ohio that :

the� very important case of Baer �L7. The Interstate Commerce
Commission, which decided that the anthracite coal combination

had to expose its books for examination, was under the Elkins
law.

=2:  2: =3: =2:

Mr. ELKINS. , In connection with the selling of gas for do-
mestic consuinption, the words �domestic consumption� have

a de�nite meaning��they mean for lighting and heating pur-

poses, but not for manufacturing purposes. By using the term

�for municipal purposes� it might be construed that it will

apply only to cities and towns; that they could buy �gas for their

own use and for public use, but could not allow domestic con-
sumers to have it for purposes .of lighting and heating.

Now, Mr. President, on this point of gas for manufacturing
purposes, it is a very close question in my State. We are a
large gas�producing State. The people of West Virginia are

apprehensive and much concerned because States adjoining are

taking gas out of the State and using itfor manufacturing pur-

poses, for the reason that this helps build up manufactures in
Pittsburg, Toledo, and Cleveland and discourages manufactur-

ing interests in the State of West Virginia, where the gas is

produced. The legislature has tried, but in Vain, as it did in
Indiana, to �nd some way to prevent the exhaustion of gas in
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West Virginia by pumping" it out of the State into these adjoin-
ing States.

To the extent that this amendment might be a help to West

Virginia, I Would favor it, but I do not Want to do anything that
will build up the manufacturing interests of Pennsylvania and
Ohio with gas taken from West Virginia,_ if I can help it.

If a man or corporation owns its own pipe line and did not

condemn the right of Way, but acquired it by purchase, and is

transmitting gas through his or its own pipe line, built with his
or its money, I do not believe Congress can make the man or
corporation a common carrier.-

While I do not Wish to do injustice to any pipe line in West

Virginia or elsewhere, yet I do not wish in any Way to aid or
facilitate the taking of gas from West Virginia to build up
manufacturing interests in other States. I Want to preserve�
and save the gas of West Virginia to build up factories in West
Virginia. �

THE ELKINS AMENDMENTS.

From and after May, 1908, it shall be unlawful for any common car-
rier to transport from any State, Territory, or district of the United
States to any other State, Territory, or district of the United States,
or to any foreign country, any article or commodity manufactured,
mined, or produced by it or under its authority, or which it may own in
Whole or in part, or in which it may have any interest, director indi-
rect, except such articles or commodities as may be necessary or used
in the conduct of its business as a common carrier.

Carried by vote of 67 to 6.

Any common carrier subject to the provisions of this act -shall
promptly, upon application of any shipper tendering interstate traffic
for transportation, construct, maintain, and operate upon reasonable
terms a switch connection with any private side track which may be
constructed to connect with its railroad, Where such connection is" rea-
sonably practicable and can be put in with safety and will furnish suffi-
cient business to justify the construction and maintenance of the same;
and shall furnish cars for the movement of such trat�c to the best of its
ability Without discrimination in favor of or against any such shipper.

Agreed to Without -division.
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